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" SI' (SEEIA). 

I TRODUCTION. 

The credit for the discovery of 1', with its remarkable remains of Nabataean 
architecture, is due to M. de Vog Ue who, after his remarkable journey through Syria 
in the early sixties, presented to the world the first proofs of the existence of an 
important pre-Roman, emitic, art in the country east of ] ordan .1 The ruins lie well 
up in the mountains of the I:Iauran, not more than half an hour's walk to the south
east of I>-anaw~t, at the western end of the top of a long ridge, lying nearly east and 
west, comparatively lev I along its crest, narrow from side to side, and having steep, 
evenly sloping, ides. The crest of the ridge rises between 40 and 50 metres above 
a valley on the north. The valley which i strewn with the ruin of tombs is level 
and broad, opening out toward the west and northwest. Through it the brook which 
flows by I>-anaw~t runs in a winding course. From below, and at a distance, the 
ruins of s1' present a spectacle of no greater interest than that of a large number 
of ruins throughout the leng th and breadth of the Djebel I:Iaur~n which are of 
little importance. I have ascended a score of such ruin-capped hills in hopes of 
discovering a second 1', only to find the crude remains of a prehistoric stronghold, 
or of a poor Christian village. The high crest is crowned with massive heaps of broken 
blocks of basalt, and the slopes are strewn with fragments of the same material in 
pieces large and small. ot a section of wall, not a column, rises intact to a heig~t 
of over two metres, and it is not until one beg ins to make the difficult ascent, climbing 
slowly over the confused heaps of debris, and comes upon an architectural fragment 
with strange and unusual carving upon it, that he realizes that the ruins at the top 
may be of interest. One may even reach the summit without observing anything but 
broken building stones i but, at the top the symmetrical plan of a great complex of 
buildings is directly evident despite the confusion wrought by the complete de truction 
of several large structures. M. de VogUe observed this complex in 1861 , and made a 
plan 2 of it, which, for lack of time and of suitable instruments, could be no more than 
a sketch. Furthermore, he discovered that the most important of the buildings, that 
at the extreme western end of the plateau, was the Temple of Bacal Shamln. In front 
of this he found an enclosed and colonnaded court paved with well-fitted slabs of basalt, 
and, still farther eastward, two long narrow courts, end to end, separated by a monu
mental gateway, the easternmost entered at the far end through another gateway of 
monumental character. On a knoll to the south of the outermost court he noted 
the ruins of a small temple, and, to the north of the same court, an enclosure upon 

1 S. C. PIs. I , 2, 3, and 4. 2 S. C. Text, p. 32. 
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the slope below. M. de VogUe was pressed for time, and ill equipped in the matter 
of labour, yet he was able to clear out a space in front of the Temple of Bacal Shamln, 
includin g the porch of the temple itself, and published a plan 1 which shows the out
line of the temple, the porch in full, and the colonnaded court before it. To this he 
added some measured drawings of the actual state of the front of the temple and of 
the more important details of the porch, and a perspective sketch 2 showing the temple 
fac,;ade restored, with part of its fore-court. These drawings, and those of the tomb 
a nd temple at Suw ' da published with them, were the first published illustrations of a 
style of archi tecture which was, until that time, wholly unknown and they have remained, 
until the present day, the only ones which set forth the peculiar characteristics of this 
I abataean style . The discovery made at the same time of several inscriptions in 

abataean script suggested the theory that the newly-fo und style was probably of 1 a
bataean origin, and one of the inscriptions disclosed the fact that the temple was 
ded icated to Bacal Shamln . Almost forty years after M. de VogUe made his discovery, 
the American Expedition reached Sic; but these explorers were also short of time, and 
th ir only contributions to our knowledge of the site were a few inscriptions, a number 
of photographs of architectural details, and a tentative restoration of the astern most 
gate of the precinct. In 1903 the Dominican fathers J aussen and Sa vignac 3 discovered 
a fragment of an inscription which gave a date to the temple . 

In 1904 the Princeton Expedition resumed the exploration of the Djebel I:Iauran, 
and came to SI', with more time at its disposal, and with better equipment for work 
than any of the form er explorers had brought. The director of the expedition had received 
letters from M. de VogUe strongly urging a more extensive and careful examination of 
the ruins, especially of the interior of the temple of Bacal Shamln, and fo retelling im
portant discoveries. Late in the autumn of that year the expedition pitched its camp 
at the foot of the slope below the temple, and spent five days investigating the temple, 
the fore-courts, the gates, and other buildings. Investigations were extended among the 
ruins to the east of the precinct and among those in the valley. A new temple was 
discovered within the precinct, the terraces above and below the precinct were examined, 
the paved road leading up from the valley was traced, and several buildings were 
discovered along its course. Many of the tombs in the valley were investigated, and 
a number of important inscriptions in Nabataean and in Greek were discovered, some 
of them within the sacred precinct, others among the tombs below. In 1909 the second 
Princeton Expedition visited the site, and several new inscriptions and architectural 
details were added to those already found. The results of the investigations of the 
Princeton expeditions are set forth in the present volume. They add materially to 
the meagre fund of information about this important site i but there is still much 
to be done at Si" which only a special mission can accomplish. Excavation in the 
ordinary sense is not necessary at this place; for there is only a slight accummula
tion of soil on the plateau. The extant remains, that is, those parts of the buildings 
that are still in situ , are buried in heaps of fallen building stones. This debris 
must be removed and thrown down the slope, and in the process many inscriptions 
and many loose architectural details will be brought to light ; but the site is very 
extensive, and no period short of several weeks, or even months, will suffice to clear 
ou even the area about the temples. Our expeditions attempted on a small scale 

I S. C. PIs. 2 and 3. ~ Ibid. text, p. 33. 3 Rtv. Bibl. 1904, p . 581. 



Introduction 

what a special mISSlOn would accomplish on a large one. With a small force of 
Druses from I}:anawat, aided by a number of our own muleteers, ten men in all, 
we were able to clear out a spal.-e at the west cnd of the middle court, where we 
discovered a new temple which I believe was sacred to D ushara, all the details of the 
O'ate to the peristyle, and several inscriptions of great importance. Some of the debris 
about the middle of the outer gate, and in front of the small temple on the hill, was 
removed; but only enough to facilitate the making of plans and restorations of those 
buildings. But it must be borne in mind that the uncovering of these beautifully-built 
structures has distinct disadvantages, owing to the fact that the site, like so many others 
in the I:Iauran, being uninhabited, is used as a quarry by the denizens of the neigh
bourhood. It is unfortunately true, as I have remarked elsewhere, that these irregular 
quarrymen, whether they be taking stone to build Druse villages, or, as in the present 
case, to erect Turkish barracks, always prefer demolishing a wall to picking up stones 
that have already fallen. In the present case the stone-breakers of several years ago 
climbed the steep ascent with their beasts of burden to demolish the splendid walls of 
the temple disclosed by M. de VogUe, in preference to gathering up the buildicg stones 
which lie at the foot of the slope, and which to all appearances, are just as good as 
the others. Therefore the greater part of the precinct, and all of the terraces above 
and below the temples, where undoubtedly there are still remains of buildings, of statues 
and inscriptions, were left untouched, until a time, it is to be hoped, when the work 
of uncovering the remains, can be done on a grand scale, and when the rema1l1S, once 
uncovered, can be guaranteed protection by the government. 

The Site. 

st is now a deserted ruin. Ancient Seez"a was not a town, or a village, like the 
majority of si tes in the I:Iaur~n, but an ancient «high place", or sacred precinct, adorned 
with temples, enclosed courts, splendid gateways, statues, and monumental inscriptions . 
On the plateau to the east of the precinct, and upon its slopes, there g rew up a small 
village which exhibits no signs of Christian work, and is probably of the Roman period, 
or even of the same period as the temples. The architecture here is very simple, and 
is in a very much ruined condition, but it seems to illustrate all of the more important 
principles of construction that are characteristic of the Roman and Christian periods in 
the I:Iauran. From all that I observed, it is impossible to assign dates to any of these 
houses. In the valley to the north there are a few ruins of towers which I took to 
be coeval with the temples, and a great number of tombs, tower-like structures of the 
early period, and more elaborate constructions of both the N abataean and the Roman 
periods. 

From the valley, at a point about 300 m. east of the precinct, a paved road, of 
excellent construction in huge squared blocks, and about 7 m. wide, leads at an easy 
g rade to the easternmost gate of the precinct. The general course of this road and 
the plan of the precinct and of the terraces about it may be seen on the map at the 
beginning of this Part. The road passes by the ruins of a bath and of a number 
of buildings of unknown purpose. At about half its length, it passes between the 
ruined piers of a fallen arched gateway. It terminates at an enormous pile of debris 
which represents the ruins of a triple-arched gateway of the Roman period. At this 
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point the ascent is so steep that I cannot but believe that the outer gate, like those 
within, was approached by steps. Inside the entrance a paved courtyard, about 50 m. 
long and 1 9 m. wide, stretches to the westward. On the south of this court rises a 
retaining wall, 5 m. hig h , which masks the side of the knoll upon which a small temple 
stood. This temple was approached by a fl ight of steps set into the retaining wall and 
flanked by two niches. On the north is a terrace, 7 m. below the court, which is 
heaped high with d ' bris in which are many interesting fragments denoting the presence 
of a buried building of some kind. The eastern and western limits of this terrace are 
marked by walls of unusual thickness. This terrace, like all the others to be described, 
was artificially cut in the slope of the hillside . The western end of this first court is 
marked by the ruins of a gateway which I have called the abataean gate, because 
all of its details are in the characteristic Oriental style of S1'. This structure is almost 
completely hidden in its own ruins, and the northern, or right hand, half of it is buried 
in the debris of a building of the Roman period with beautiful and characteristic details 
of the second century in Syria. The middle court, 50 cm. above the other, completely 
paved, and about 60 m. long by 23 m. wide, is not on axis with the outer court, but 
bends toward the north. It is flanked by terraces i one on the south about a metre 
higher than the pavement and one on the north some 7 m. below. The higher terrace 
was partly built up on a retaining wall, and is strewn with ruins. At its western end 
the temple of Dushara was discovered. T he lower terrace is fi lled with masses of fa llen 
building stones, broken statues, and fragmentary inscriptions, and is a promising place 
for future clearing out. 

The end of the middle court is marked by a flight of steps 87 cm. high, and by 
a fine specimen of highly finished wall with an elaborate gateway in the middle. This 
is the east wall of the peristylar court in front of the g reat temple. It had preserved about 
1.50 m. of its original height, gateway and all, when we uncovered it. Within the 
gateway, that is, between the jambs of the portal, are two more steps which raise the 
pavement of the inner court 1.25 m. above that of the middle court. This inner court 
with its peristyle I ha.ve termed the Theatron , in the light of an inscription in Naba
taean which uses this Greek word, given in N abataean letters, in such a way that it 
can be applied to nothing else. This court is also slightly off axis with the one which 
precedes it, it measures about 25 m. north and south and about 2 I m. east and west, 
inside the wall. T he colonnade occupies three sides of a rectangle of 18 m. by 20 m. 
in front of the temple. Between the colonnade and the wall are a narrow passage 
and two steps, like the seats of a theatre, which may have suggested the name Tlzeatron 
to the builders. T he side walls of this enclosure are carried along the sides of the 
temple, at a distance of about 2. 50 m. to enclose a space 12 m. deep in the rear of 
the temple i this space was also paved. 

The magnificent temple wall of highly finished masonry which was disclosed by M. 
de VogUe and found to be intact to a height of 2 m., the two broad steps below it, the 
jambs of the portal, the bases of the columns and the bases of statues which he fo und a ll 
in situ, have been broken up to the very fo undations and carried away by the stone· 
b reakers since 1900. But these same plunderers, by carrying away much of the debris 
which filled the temple in 186 I, and which M. de VogUe did not attempt to remove, 
have disclosed a I art at least of the plan of the interior fro m which the rest may be 
restored, and have brought to light many new and important architectural fragments. 



SiC (See£a) 

The Buildings. 

The style and character of the buildings, their present state of preservation, and 
the probable dates of their erection are to be discussed under the separate descriptions 
of the variou buildings i but a few general remarks on these topics may not be out 
of place in these introductory paragraphs. The importance of the architectural remains 
at t lies in the fact that the buildings of the precinct here constitute the most impor
tant group of religious structures known to have been erected by that important branch 
of the Aramaean peoples known as the abataeans. M. de VogUe published a better 
preserved temple, of an entirely different plan, but having similar details, which he 
found at uweda. A plan and a few fragments of one temple and scanty details of 
another found at U mm idj-Djim~l have already appeared in th se publications i 1 two 
temples discovered in the Ledja by these expeditions are to be published in the Part 
which follows this one. These are the only monuments of abataean religious archi
tecture known thus far, and the monuments at Si' are the finest of their class. Here 
we have three temples, two of them of a plan hitherto unknown, the third prostyle 
tetrastyle. Beside the temples there are two fine gateways in the abataean style and 
one of th Roman period, and a bath that probably belongs to the later date. In the 
plain below there is a great variety of tomb structures, most of which are Nabataean. 

Most of these buildings were designed in a style that borrows little or nothing 
from the contemporary or earlier Hellenistic architecture of yria. As stone cutters 
and masons these builders were unmatched for skill i they placed the arch directly upon 
the column, being perhaps the first architects to do so. They employed a great 
variety of profil s in their mouldings, and often embellished them with naturalistic, or 
conventional, or geometrical, designs of carving i but few of the profiles or of the carved 
designs are to be found in the Classical architecture of Greece or of Rome. They 
used the bell, or inverted capital, as a base for columns, and adorned it as the Persians 
had done . They designed capitals of many varieties, one drawn roughly from the out
lines of the Corinthian capital, but very differently treated in detail i another with a 
gigantic abacus like those found in Petra and in Hegra in Arabia and those recently 
discovered in BO$ra · 2 others still, of moulded types with little leaves below the angles 
of the abacus, resembling only in the faintest degree the capitals of the Classical orders . 
But stranger still it is to find that these Oriental artists introduced grotesques and 
naturali tic animal forms into their carving. Human forms with distorted bodies and 
grinning face appear amopg the leafage of some of the capital, while birds and locusts 
are found in the foliage of the grape-vines. The grape-vine was the favorite subject 
for the broader bands of architectural ornament, and so great is the variety of treat
ment in leaves and fruit that it may be possible to trace a chronological sequence by 
means of it. But other vines were also popular i for we find the ivy and the convol
vulus, and even the thistle, treated as a running ornament. The well-known acanthus, 
so common in Classical designs, if used at all, does not appear as a familiar plant 
naturali tic ally treated, like so many other vegetable forms, but as a conventional 
ornament with little resemblance either to the plant itself, or to the conventionalized 
form in which the Greeks and Romans used it. The Corinthian form of capital un
doubtedly had long been known in Syria, in the Hellenistic architecture of the three 

I Div. 1[, Sect. A , Part 3, pp. 155-156. 
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centuries before Christ. W e have specimens of it, dating from the second century 
B. C. , in the building erected by John Hyrkanos a t eAra~ il-Emlr.l In this building 
there are two varieties, one large and having a double row of plain water-leaves, the 
other small, with a single row of true acanthus. T he ~abataean capitals at Si" which 
follow the Corinthian model to a certain extent, have but one row of leaves, and that 
a tall one, and the leaves resemble the acanthus more perhaps than those of any 
other plant. 

T here a re three perfectly distinct periods of building represented in the ruins at 
SI', two of which are definitely dated by inscriptions, the third, by unmistakable peculi
arities of style. T he first is a Nabataean period dated by an inscription which tells us 
that the temple was beg un in the third quarter of the fi rst century before Christ. I 
believe that some of the fragments here are somewhat older tha n the earliest date 
named in the inscription - 33 B. c. - or, in other words, that the inscription does not 
record the actual foundation of the building. The second period is also devoid of 
H llenistic influence, and is dateable within fi fty years by means of inscriptions of 

grippa Il, i. e. from 50 to circ. 100 A. D. The third period is represented by frag
ments of architectural details which were certa inly executed in the second century after 
Christ. T he three periods would then be roughly speaking, I st. from 50 B. C. to SO A. D. ; 

2nd. from SO A. D . to 106 A. D . , when Arabia became a Roman province under Trajan; 
3d. from 106 A. D . to the close of the reign of Caracalla in 217 A. D ., which marks the 
end of this particular style in Syria. There are no evidences of building activity in 

ie in the later style of the Roman period, or in Christian t imes; in fact, as we shall 
see later, the temples appear to have been the particular mark of early Christian 
violence, perhaps, as M. de VogUe suggests, owing to the activities of Herod and of 
the presence of inscriptions of that prince in the precinct. It is probable that the place 
has been deserted since the beginning of the fourth century . 

Restora#on . 

T he general condition of the ruins and the state of preservation of the buildings 
has been briefly referred to in the foregoing pages. It is not difficul t to imagine that 
th task of restoring them in drawings for these publications has not been a simple 
one. None of the buildings preserves more than two metre of the original height of 
its walls ; but this is sufficient, in a majority of cases, to provide us with a ground plan. 
Wherever the fa llen fragments of the superstructures have been destroyed, or carried 
away, the problem is very difficult, and usually insolvable. But fortunately, in the greater 
number of these buildings, the details of the superstructure still lie as they fell , and the 
fi rst step is to separate those details and fragments which have some character or 
meaning from the ordinary building stones and debris. T hen, in the case of architecture 
of the Roman period, the task is an easy one. If the lower parts of the building are 
in situ it is not difficult to reconstruct arches and columns, and to compose entablatures 
from pieces of a rchitrave, frieze and cornice. But with the Nabataean buildings the 
case is quite different. F or these there is only one example which preserves even a 
small part of its superstructure intact to the roof, that is the temple at Suweda which 
is in many respects very different from the buildings at st . When strange-looking 

I II, A . I. PI. n. 
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details come forth from the heaps of debris, one ha only accurate measurements and 
artistic j udgement to depe nd upon to assist him in giving them the rig ht places, and 
mistake may occur very readily, even with the most painstaking use of both. In the 
I abataean style we have as yet no fixed rules or typical forms for the design of an 
entablature, a doorway, or any other feature of a building, as we have in Classical 
architecture. It is difficult to distinguish a member that may have been a frieze from 
one that served as an architrave, or to tell a frieze from a cornice. I should have 
been at a loss to restore the doorways of this style if I had not found one intact, with 
its lintel and over-lintel and pediment above it, in a tomb in the valley, of which no 
other parts are visible amid the mass 
of debris. This doorway (Ill. 323) serves 
to show that a sort of frieze and cornice 
were executed as a single member, 
forming a door-cap which was placed 
directly upon the lintel with no forward 
projection, and was carried on consoles 
at the ends of the lintel. Above the 
door-cap is a heavy, but very simple, 
pediment cut from a single block of 
stone. These details, being in situ and 
well preserved, were of great assistance 
in restoring various features of the 
buildi ngs in the sacred precinct. 

Hz"storz"cal Sketch . 

The history of st must be derived 
chiefly from the inscriptions. It is, to 
a certain extent, the history of Auranitis i 
first during the period of the Nabataean 
kingdom i second, during the reigns of 
the Idumaean rulers i and third, during 
the period of Roman power from the 
t ime of Trajan to the beginning of the 
third century. The inscriptions found 
here in Nabataean, in Greek, and in 
bilingual form, are a sufficiently clear 

sI'· 
. I 

OF 
TOMB · 
IN ,SITV· 

index to the influence of abataean, Idumaean, and Roman poli ical power. Of all the 
three influences that of the Idumaeans appears to have been the strongest so far as the 
inscriptions are concerned. The Nabataeans first appear in this region of the north 
under their King rethas III (circ. 86-62 B. c .) who took Damascus from the Syrian 
Greeks under Antiochus XII soon after 85 B. c. Late in the reign of A rethas the 
power of Rome began to be felt in the neighbourhood when, in 64-63 B. c ., Pompey 
estabished the province of Syria. At this time Damascus was taken fro m the Nabataeans, 
and the northern boundary of their kingdom was fixed somewhere south of that city, 
and north of the Ijauran. It was not until fo rty years later (23 B. c.) that Rome forced 
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the Nabataeans to cede Auranitis and Trachonitis to the kingdom of Herod the Great. 
A Nabataean inscription at Si'l states that the Temple of Bacal Shamln was beg un in 
33/2 B. c. T he inscription itself was written in 13/12 B. C., after l' had come under 
H erod's rule, and it is dated according to the S leukid era. A statue of Herod was 
set up in the porch of the temple almost certainly before his death in 4 B. c. Herod 
was succeeded by Philip the Tetracll who ruled until his death in 34 A . D. A 1 aba
taean inscription 2 upon an altar-pedestal, set up in front of the Temple of Dushara, is 
dated in the thirty third year of Philip's reign, i. e. in 29/30 A. D . At about the time 
of Philip's death the Nabataeans under Arethas IV reconquered the territory they had 
lost to the Romans, and it was at this time that St. Paul S found Arethas ruling in 
Damascus. E ventually, however, and probably with the aid of Rom, Auranitis was 
returned to the Idumaean dynasty. There is a fragment of a I abataean inscription from 
st which reads simply «Agrippas, the King," which may refer to Agrippa I , and a long 
inscription in Greek which was certainly set up under Agrippa II (5 3-93 A. D.). After 
106 A. D. this entire region became a part of the Roman Empire, when the Province 
of Arabia was established, and the Nabataean Kingdom came to an end. During all 
th i time, from the first appearance of the abataeans in th north in 85 B. c . to the 
year 106, the K ings of 1 abat had ruled over Bo~ra and over all the southern l:lauran, 
yet only at the beginning, and for a brief period after the death of Philip the T etrarch, 
did they control this important centre of their religious worship . It is certain tha t 

abataeans lived and worshipped here during all this time, and that they erected 
buildings and presented gifts to their gods ; although this most sacred of their holy 
places was under the sway of a rival kingdom. 

Methods of Dating the Buildings. 

It will b seen from the foregoing paragraphs that there IS a basis for dating the 
architecture of st , in dated and date able inscriptions. The dateable inscriptions are 
for the most part those which mention the names of historic persons, like Herod and 

grippa. But there is another class of inscriptions which are useful in arriving a t 
conclusions regarding dates, and these must be used with caution . They are those 
which give the names and genealogies, to the second or third generation, of persons 
unknown to history, but who are known to have been contemporaries of historical per
sonages. For instance, there are two families named in the inscriptions; one, the family 
of . Ialeichath, son of Moaieru, son of Maleichath, son of Ausu, who were benefactors 
of the temple: the other, the family of Kaddu, son of Obaisath, son of Soados, who 
were apparently sculptors for at least two generations. This Kaddu made a statue of 
the younger Maleichath, and a statue of Herod I was made by one Obaisath; now, 
if this Obaisath is identical with the father of Kaddu, we should know the approximate 
date of the younger Maleichath, even if we did not know from another source the date 
when his grandfather flourished. With the aid of epigraphical material of this sort, by 
means of a comparative study of the structure and ornament, and by observing the 
logical growth and extension of the complex of buildings in the precinct, we are enabled 
to trace a chronolog ical sequence of styles in the architecture . 

I Div. 1 I Sect. A . , ioscr. 100. 2 Ibid. ioscr. ID!. o II Cor. 11 , 32 . 
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BUILDINGS WITHI THE PRECINCT. 

TI-IE TEMPLE OF BAcAL SHAMIN, 33132 B. c. In taking up the discussion of the 
principal temple of st we shall include the Theatron, or peristylar foreco urt, as well as 
t he temple itself (Ill. 324). The temple proper stands a little to the west of the middle 
of an oblong enclosure (24 m. X 50 m.) leaving a forecourt, approximately a square, in 
front of it. It is so oriented that its diagonals point almost directly toward the cardinal 
points. The forecourt is provided with colonnades on three sides, and was entered 
through a fin e portal in the middle of its east wall. The entire enclosure about the 
temple is paved with large and beautifully-fitted blocks of basalt. Only the bare outline 
of the outer square of the temple was measured by M. de VogUe. The entire space 
within its walls was heaped high with fallen building stones and other debris . He cleared 
out the shallow portico between two projections, like towers, at either end of the fa<;;ade, 
and the space in front of it, and made a beautiful drawing of the whole front in its 
actual state. When I first visited st, in 1900, all of that front wall had been brok n 
up for building material in connection with the erection of new barracks at Suw~da. 
On the occasion of my second visit, in 1904, I found that the stone-breakers, having 
exhausted the supply of building-stones that had been in place, had begun to draw 
upon the heap of fallen blocks within the temple. In removing these stones they had 
laid bare the foundations and lower courses of parts of the interior division walls of the 
temple, and had brought to light a number of architectural fragments which had never 
been seen before. With the aid of these foundations and frag ments, I was able to 
make the restored plan and elevation given in Ill. 325 . It was found that there had 
been an inner chamber within the great cella, this chamber measured 8.28 m. by 7.62 m. 
inside, its walls were 76 cm. thick, and it was set 4. I 2 m. from the rear wall of the 
outer cella, 3.98 m. from the north wall, 4 . I 8 r~. fro m the south wall, and only 1. 90 m. 
from the wall of the portico. At the eastern end of the north wall of the inner cella 
there are remains of a cross wall, other fragments of which show that it was carried 
entirely across the greater cella to form the front of the inner cella and the west walls 
of the two square towers which flank the portico. Only one end of the east wall of 
the inner cella was found ; but this preserved a fragment of the jamb of a doorway 
still in place, which, from its position, indicates that there were either three portals 
leading into the cella, or two, one at either end. F ragments of wall still in place, and 
door-jambs of different designs lying near, show that there were doorways leading from 
the narrow passage between the wall of the inner cella and the wall of the portico, 
into the towers, and other doorways opening from the towers into the broad passage 
on three sides of the inner cella. Within the inner cella were discovered four bases 
for columns, one of which was in situ. The columns which stood upon these four bases 
probably occupied the angles of a rectangle within the cella, and may have provided 
for an open space in the . roof, like the impluvium of a Pompeian house. In my plan 
(Ill. 325) the portions of the temple measured by M. de Vogu ' are shown in black, 
few of these parts are now in existence; the newly discovered walls are shaded, and the 
r stored, or conjectured , portions are simply outlined. Above the plan, in Ill. 325 , I 
ha ve shown the middle part of the fa<;;ade as seen by M. de Vogue. Here will be 
seen the inner angles of the angle-towers, the doorway, the bases of the two columns, 
the altar-pedestals a, b, c and d in the porch, and the altar e in front of the steps. 
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Below the plan, in the same illustration, will be found a restoration which must be 
tentative, now that so many of the details of the superstructure have been carried away. 
It will be observed that, in making this restoration, I have departed from the sch me 
suggested by M. de VogUe 1 in which an upper storey, faced with pilasters, xtends 
across the entire fa~ade. It is somewhat difficult to conjecture what the side elevation 
of M. de VogUe's restoration would be, and to know if the upper story is to be imagine 1 
as extending over the whole building. It seems to me more logical, in view of the 
now known ground plan, and in the light of later buildings in yria , to confine the 

'1M: 

6 7 9'D1,V 

FRAGMENTSFROMTEMPLEOFBAALSHAMlN· 
m 

Ill. 326. 

upper story to the towers, and to place a gable directly above the order of two columns; 
this last especially in view of the discovery of a number of fragments of a raking 
cornice. There can be no reasonable doubt of the accuracy of M. de VogUe's resto
ration of the main order· the bases of the columns were in place, it was possible to 
measure the height of the shafts, and the capitals were lying on the spot, as they are 
still, in a much mutilated condition. T he architrave which he set upon these columns, 

1 cr. s. C. text, p. 33. 
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although it looks very much like a frieze, was certainly correctly placed because there 
is the figure of an eagle sculptured on its soffit. This order, as drawn by M. de VogUe 
I have reproduced in Plate XXVIII with a few alterations in detail. The fragment 
with an inscription upon it, which M. de VogUe makes the frieze of the principal order, 
I have made the doorcap of the main portal i partly because the inscription could not 
have been read in the other place, and partly because the fragment resembles other 
fragments which are known to have constituted the upper members of lintel decorations. 

t the extreme left of the architrave I have added a piece which from its measurements 
and its uppermost moulding, must have belonged to this detail. drawing of this 
fragment appears in Ill. 326, (4), and a photograph of a cast of it may be seen in 
Ill. 327 (4). This architrave differs widely from that of the order of the temple at 
Suw~da in which the lower member of the architrave is ornamented with oblique squares. 
In the restoration of the fa
~ade (Ill. 325) I have pia ced 
a plain frieze and a moulded 
cornice, similar to those in 
place in the temple at Su
w~da, also the richly carved 
architrave, and, over these a 
pediment and raking cornice, Frag. 4· 

using fragments of such a 
cornice which were found on 
the spot. In the pediment 
I have placed some relief ... 
sculptures found by M. de 
VogUe, and still to be seen 
in mutilated fragments . 

Frag. s. Fragm. 6. Frag. 7. 

The restoration of the two 
towers involves the placing 
of several pilaster caps found 
in the ruins, that are of larger 
scale than those reproduced 
by M. de VogUe (Ill. 326, I) 
which must have belonged 

Ill. 327. Fragments ITom the Ruins of the Temple of Bacal Shamfn. 

to the pilasters of the upper storey. The using of these caps which correspond to the 
capital of the columns necessitates the discarding of those placed here in M. de VogUe's 
restoration, 1 for which no other location can be found. For the members above these 
caps I have emlloyed a band of oblique cross-bars under a strip of pomegranate 
ornament (Ill. 326, 2 and 3), both found in the ruins, to conform more closely to the 
form of the extant entablature at uw~da. The joint between this entablature and the 
g rape-vine ornament of the entablature above the columns is masked by a bust placed 
above the pila ter cap . This bust was found by M. de VogUe and placed by him in 
the same location. The frieze and cornice which complete the lower storey of the 
towers are continued from those above the columns. 

In the upper torey I have followed, quite closely, the order employed by M. de VogUe. 
1 S. C. PI. 3. 
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There can be no doubt about the placing of the base moulding and the pilaster base 
moulding and the pilaster base which is continuous with it (Ill. 32 6, 8 and 9). The 
base moulding is ornamented at intervals with the forequarters of lion carved in the 
round like gargoyles. Several of these are still to be recognized in the ruins . (Ill. 328, 
Frag. 13). Since there are pilaster caps intended for the angles, (Ill. 3 28, 14), and 
others intended for a flat pilaster (Ill. 326, I) I have followed M. de VogUe in g iving 
three pilasters to each face of the towers. A bove these the entablature must be largely 
conjectural although there is evidence for the spread eagles in low relief upon the frieze , 
as well as for the eagles sculptured in the round which I have placed at the angles 
of the roof, (Ill. 328, 12). A restoration based upon this scheme would make the 
towers the accentuated parts of the composition· the side a nd rear walls of the temple 
would be but one storey l~igh and plain, and the passage around the inner chamber 
would be roofed with flat slabs of basalt. The gable might be considered as representing 
a double pitched roof extending over the inner chamber ; but I think it more likely, 
if this plan be correct, that the gable was merely a screen, that the passage within the 
front portal and the space between the walls and the four columns were covered with 
flat slabs, leaving an opening for light above the square formed by the four interior columns. 

A few minor details deserve further mention. The ornament of the main portal 
is still represented in fragments one of which is shown in a photograph of a cast 
(Ill . 327, 5) and in a drawing (Ill. 326, 5). F ragments of the jambs of one of the 
interior doorways, namely that to the rig ht as one enters the main portal , ar repre
sented in drawings (Ill. 326, 6 and 7) and in photographs of casts (Ill. 3 27, 6 and 7) 
and in Ill. 328 and Frag. I I. It will be observed at once that the treatment of the 
sculptur varies g reatly between these two sets of jambs. The carving of the grape
vine in the outer portal (No. 5) is very reali tic, the leaves are much convoluted and 
veined, the stems of the vine fo llow graceful and natural curves, the tendrils are delicate 
and the fruit is represented in naturalistic form. T he carving of the other jamb is 
much more crude, a thick bar, or stake , is introduced for the support of the vine, the 
leaves are not carved with so much attention to surface detail, the stems are heavy and 
repeat the same curves, the tendrils are thick and ungraceful, and the fruit is represented 
in small cluster some of which are round, others triangular. The introduction of a 
g r at locust in one of the fragments is interesting. It seems to me not improbable 
that the inner chamber was an orig inal cella which was surrounded by the greater 
building at ome date considerably later than the original foundation. The walls of the 
inner cella were certainly less perfectly constructed, the blocks of stone are smaller than 
those which compose the outer walls, and are less well fi tted together. The ornament, 
as represented by th fragments described above, is far more crude, both in de ign 
and in execution. 

The moveable details, altars, altar-pedestals with their inscriptions, and broken 
statues, which were seen by M. de VogUe, have all disappeared; one in cription having 
found its final resting place far away in Dublin, Ireland. But it may be interesting to 
know what were the inscriptions upon the various pedestals, as shown in the drawing 
of the actual state of the temple when seen by M. de VogUe (Ill. 325), and from the 
inscriptions to discover whose were the statues that crowned the pedestals. Pedestal (a) 
bore one inscription 1 in Greek upon its face, and another 2 in Nabataean, which was 

1 W add. 2366. 2 de VogUe. Imcriptiolts Simitiquu p. 94. 
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a translation of the other, upon its base. The inscriptions tell us that this pedestal 
bore a statue of Maleichath son of Moaieru, who was a benefactor of the temple; 
pedestal (b) had a Greek inscription 1 which says that the statue upon it was one of 
Maleichath, son of Ausu, and g randson of the foregoing, which was set up by the 
people of Seeia, in his honour as the founder of the temple. An inscription in Greek 
upon pedestal (c) says that here stood a statue of H erod the Great, set up by one 
Obaisath, a abataean. Pedestal (d) had no inscription on the part which remained. 
All of these inscriptions are important in connexion with the history of the temple. 
M. de VogUe found fragments of statues of less than life size which he thought might 
have been those which had occupied pedestals (a) and (b); he carried the heads of two such 
statues to the Louvre. But pedestal (b) is so large that one can hardly imag ine it as 
carrying a figure of less than life size, and the statue of H erod, of which only one foot 
was found attached to the pedestal, was a portrait of life size . Other fragments of this 
statue, and a. badly mutilated torso, indicated to M. de VogUe that Herod's effigy had 
been the special object of early Christian violence. The small altar standing before 
the steps, to the left as one faced the temple, i. e. the one marked (e) in the plan, 
and shown by M. de VogUe in a perspective drawing in his Plate 2, flanked by figures 
of goats in high relief, has been completely de troyed. But we found, at (t) on the 
plan, part of a small altar, or pedestal, which I have shown to the right, in the door
way, in Plate XXVIII. The cap moulding of this is missing but the base preserves a 
good set of mouldings, and the die is ornamented with three bucrania, with fillets and 
garlands from which depend large clusters of grapes. 

The Theatron is not quite correctly drawn in the plan of the precinct at the 
beginning of this Part; for, owing to an inaccurate measurement made in 1904, the front 
wall is indicated as not being at right-angles with the side walls. . de Vogue's plan 2 

is also a t fault in representing the entrance as being not on axis with the front of the 
temple, and as being flanked by heavy, rectangular, towerlike structures. This end 
of the court was uncovered, and carefully measured in 1904, and some slight corrections 
were made in 1909, when the original measurements were verified. The plan shown 
in Ill. 324 is the result of these observations. It will be observed that the entrance is 
on axis with the fa<;ade of the temple, that there are no towers just inside the gate, 
and that the colonnade terminates on e ither hand in a square pier with an engaged 
column corresponding to the columns of the peristyle. The piers probably supported 
an arch. Between the colonnade and the wall, on both sides of the Theatron, are two 
steps, the lower having the proportions of a theatre-seat, the upper so wide as to 
provide a second seat and a passage next to the wall. There is also room for a 
passage between the lower step, or seat, and the columns of the peristyle. These steps 
are returned at the angles of the Theatron, where they become much more shallow 
and are extended along to the gateway. 

Th columns of the peristyle are small, about 40 cm. in diameter, but nearly 
3.70 m. high, judging by fragments of the shafts. They were set upon blocks which 
were comparatively high. No particular order was observed in the columns; but several 
variations upon the Classic orders. Some of the bases have a row of erect leaves 
above a plain torus. One type of capital is of late Doric form, with a row of leaves 
in the necking (Ill. 32 8, IQ), another bears some resemblance to an Ionic capital. 

1 Wadd. 2367. 2 S. C. PI. 2. 
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These two types are illustrated in Plate 4 of La Syrie Centrale. The architrave 
was 36 cm. high, and divided into three equal parts, the two lower being fasciae, the 
uppermost being a r ight lined cymatium. Certain fragments of this architrave bear the 
important Nabataean inscription 1 which gives a date to the temple and other structures 
about it. Above the architrave I would place a narrow ornamental frieze and a cornice 
both of which I shall mention in connection with my restoration of the entrance. The 
peristyle probably carried a roof of stone slabs. 

ENTRANCE TO THE THEATROl . In presenting the plan and restorations of this im
portant gateway, I am obliged to employ numerous illustrations. There was a wealth 
of material for the restoration lying in fron t of the gate, in the actual doorway , and 
within it. The task of restoration, therefo re consists in putting together the fallen 
details; for almost all of them were found. Ill. 329 gives the ground-plan which was 
easily extricated from th mass of debris, a scale drawing of the actual state in which 
the gateway was found a nd elevations and sections of a restoration. Ill . 331 gives two 
photographs, the lower of which shows the south side of the east face of the gateway 
after it had been excavated, the upper, the keystone of the arch above the gate, with 
the head of Bacal Shamln carved upon it in high reli f. Ill. 332 is a photograph of a 
cast, or set of casts, taken from squeezes made from the parts of the gate which were 
in situ and from the fallen details, a nd temporarily set up in the library of Princeton 
University. 2 cale drawings of many of the details are g iven in Ill. 330, and a few 
photographs of originals appear in Ills. 333 and 334. 

In the plan of the theatron published by M. de VogUe,3 a large square tower is 
placed on either side of the entrance, in the place where lay the huge piles of debris 
that covered this part of the ruins. Upon clearing a\ ay this mass of fallen building 
stones we di cover cl no flanking towers, but, in their place, the elaborate composition 
of p destals and pilasters which gave dignity to the outer face of the entrance, and two 
square piers with engaged columns that formed the inner face, in line with the eastern 
colonnade of the peristyle. Between the outer doorway and the inner piers, the steps, 
or seats, of the theatron were carried almost to the jambs of the portal. Our excava
t ions revealed on the outside, four steps the uppermost of which formed a broad plat
form before the gateway. We did not determine definitely whether these teps extend d 
a long the face of th entire wall; but it seems probable that they did . Upon the 
platform j LlSt mentioned we found the lower courses of the jambs of the gate, a narrow, 
deep pedestal beside either jamb, and, outside of the e on either hand, a projecting 
wall terminating in a pilaster from which the flat surface of the wall extends to right 
and left. Th ground-plan and the drawing of the actual state (Ill. 329) illu trate this 
unusual I Jan, and show that the effect is that of a deeply recessed portal. The above
named drawings and the accompanying photograph (Ill. 33 I) show the extraordinary 
design of this monument and the interesting combinations of mouldings of varioLls profiles 
that were employed in its execution. The three outermost mouldings of the jamb, a 
fascia, a shallow cavetto and a narrow torus, are returned inward at the foot, and 
carried across the opening as a step . pon this, a nd only 15 cm. back from the edge, 
is a second tep, with an elaborately moulded riser, set between the jambs. The fa ce 
of the jambs (Ill. 33 I and C. in 330) is ornamented with four bands of carving eparated 

I A . A . E. S. IV, Nab . inscr. I; D iv. IV, Sect. A, inscr. 100. 

2 A rac-simile or thi cast is now in the Museum a t Berlin. 3 S. C. PI. 10. 
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by narrow mouldings· the innermost band ap pears to be a flowin g vme of convolvulus, 
the next, slightly bevelled, bears a running design of thistles ; the moulding between 
them remembJes a miniature crenellation. The third band, a shallow cavetto, has broad, 
flat leaves which have two alternating patterns on their faces; the fourth are stiff palmate 
leaves, like th ends of the acanthus. Adjoining either j amb is a narrow pedestal (B. 
in Ill. 330) fixed to the wall and projecting about 60 cm. from it. The deep base
moulding of the wall , - a fascia, a flat . torus, a high, flat cyma recta and a narrow 
cavetto -, forms also the base of the pedestal, but it profile is slig htly flattened . The 
d ie is only IS cm. thick, it is 40 cm. high and is adorned with tall uprig ht leaves, one 
acanthus-like leaf on its outer face and three plain leaves, ei ther uncarved acanthus or 
some fat water leaf, on each side. The cap of the pedestal is plain. The pilasters 
( . in Ill. 330) project 80 cm. from the wall in which the portal is , and only 17 cm. 
from the wall extending beyond them. Its base has a moulding of the same height as 
the base-moulding of the wall, but of different profile; the two lower members and the 
uppermo t member are the same in both, but the pilaster base has a deep cavetto and 
a flat torus separated by a fillet in place of the flat cyma recta, and it most interesting 
to see how these two sets of mouldings were warped together at the inner angles. 
The base-moulding of the long walls on either side of the gateway has the same 
members as tha t of the wall betwe n the pilasters and at the jambs, but the profile 
of the cyma recta is much more salient. All thes features are represented by two or 
three courses which are still in situ. Within the gateway are the two step-like s ats 
and a narrow passage, and then the bases of two piers with engaged column-bases. 
To the right and left of these are the bases of the columns of the peristyle. 

In clearin~; away the great heap of falle n building stones which covered the site 
of the entrance we found practically all of th carved details which had adorned the 
monument. These were set aside, and squeezes were made of each of them . The 
fall en pieces of the jambs gave the height of the doorway, all the pieces of the broken 
lintel were found , the middle part having a spread eagle carved in flat reli f under its 
soffit. A number of blocks belonging to the anta, or pilaster, with the palmtree-trunk 
ornament, were found. On one side there were only four, which would make the 
pilaster equal in height to the opening of the gate as it is shown in the cast (Ill. 332), 
but on the other side there were more blocks suggesting the height shown in the 
restoration (Ill. 32 9). The uppermost blocks of the pil asters termina te in almost circular 
flat surfaces (Ill. 330 A) as if to receive capitals, but no frag ment of a capital was 
found , and I have placed the two great eagles found on the spot upon the tops of these 
pilasters. These eagles must have stood nearly 2 m. high, like those found by M. de VogUe 
in front of the temple. The feet of one of them rest upon a base with a semicircular 
front of about the same size as the rounded tops of the pilasters. 

The remainder of the restoration is more problematical; for there were large num
bers of details and frag ments lying in hopeless confusion. Examples of the most im
portant of the d tails are presented in drawings in Ill. 330 (D. to K.) and a few 
photographs of them ar g iven in Ill. 333. The details consist of a straight fri eze band 
(D.), voussoirs of two arches of different diameters (E. to J.), fragments of two raking 
corn ices, with the corner acroterion of one (K .), and many badly broken bits of relief 
sculpture carv d upon thin blocks of stone, which are unintelligible in photographs, but of 
which ome letached details are shown in photographs in Ill. 334 (Frag ments L. to P. ) 
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The friez (D) consists of three bands of ornament below a flat ovolo and a fascia, 
the lowest band is narrow, and bears carving like a small bay leaf, the next is also 
narrow, and has a running vine with heart-shaped leaves and six-petalled flowers, the broad 
band is carved with a rinceau in which the stalks are not unlike acanthus, but in 
which the g rape-leaf and grapes, pomegranates, figs, birds, a nd various nondescript 
small flowers appear. The ornament of this frieze is returned for IS cm. a t both ends. 
The frieze itself is in three pieces which seem to fit together: their combined length is 
a little g reater than the width of the opening of the gate-way. I have placed it 
directly above the lintel (Ills. 329 and 332) . It will be observed that voussoirs on 
e ither hand complete the length of the lintel, and that the outermost band of the vous
soirs corresponds to the same feature in the lintel. The voussoirs found upon the steps 
outside the gate belonged to an arch with a diameter of 3. 10 m. i they a re ornamented 
in six different ways (Il l. 330 E. to ] .), though the mould ings are alike in all, con
sisting of .a fasc ia a t the top, a bevelled face , a flat torus carved with scales, another 
bevelled face, and a broad band with various ornaments. T he key tone (Frag. G .) bears 
a bust in high relief with head radiate, a nd breast draped with a garment held a t the 
shoulders by two round buckles i this can be nothing else than a bust of Bacal Shamln, 
t he Lord of Heaven, with the sun-rays about his head. Then there are two very 
narrow vou so irs (Frag. ]. ) with eight-pointed stars, three large voussoirs with a pome
g ranate de ign, three wi th a large nondescript flowe r, two with g rapes, a nd two with 
pine-cones, all in running patterns. The scale-pattern on the torus of each voussoir 
tells us to which half of the arch the stone belonged. T hese stones may have been 
p laced indiscriminat Iy, so that the fruits would be scattered through the design, as in 
the frieze i but I have placed each of the four sorts in a g roup by itself, and have 
used the keystone a nd the two narrow vO Llssoirs with the star to separate the groups. 
Over the arch I have placed the raking cornice, the angle a nd details of which are 
g iven in Frag. K. In the large semicircle 1 ft open in the cast (IlL 332) were the 
relief sculptures on thin blocks which I mentioned above. The e I ha,'e indicated as 
in place in the drawing of the restoration (Ill. 329) . T here are three principal blocks 
which show the remains of sculpture in high relief, but from which all the details have 
been broken off. Two bore horses facing in opposite directions, the third bore the 
figure of a man in larger scale than the horses. One of the above blocks shows plainly 
the outlines of a horse, and these I have indicated in my drawing. The head of this 
horse was found, and is shown in a photograph (Ill. 334, F rag. L.). The horse was 
saddled, and the stone next above that bearing the horse bore the body of the rider. 
A peg in the body of the rider fitted into a socket in the saddle. Immediately behind 
the saddle is a short Greek inscription 1 which , being translated, reads "Kreiton T rum
peter". Among the fragments of details broken off from the relief is a face (Ill. 334, 
Frag. N .) which shows that some object has been broken away from the lips . This 
I believe to have been the face of the trumpeter with the end of his trumpet in his 
mouth. Fragment M. (Ill. 334) is another face, now affixed, like Frag. ., to a plaster 
back g round. Both ar in the same scale, although this is not apparent in the photo
g raphs. Thi face (M. ) may have belonged to the other rider, or I erhaps to a standing 
figure between one of the horses and the large statue in the middl if ther were room 
for one or two such fig ures. It must be that the almo t life-size head (Frag. 0.) 

1 III insc. 772. 
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belonged to the large standing figure. This is a very curious bit of sculpture. The 
face is like that of an archaic statue , and the ears are wrongly placed. The other fac s 
found with it (Frags. M. and I .) have much expression though they are crudely wroug~lt 
in the basalt; but the larger face is rig id and expressionless. It differs also from the 
face of Bacal Shamln (Frag. G.), which is likewise rigid and without expression , but 
younger looking, and of very different profile. One would suppose that this bust was 
that of some divinity other than Bacal hamln, or that of one of the benefactors of the 
temple whose fam e was being herald d by the two trumpeters . Fragments (P) and (R) 
were found in other parts of the precinct and are discuss d elsewhere. 

It is of course quite possible to conj ecture a restoration of the front of the gate 
slig htly different from the one I have made, if we assum that the frieze was a little 
longer than the combined length of the three pieces of it which I m asured. everal 
pieces of two larg consoles were found beside the I ft hand pedestal at the side of the 
gateway. If we place these at the ends of the lintel, and bring the frieze out ov r 
them, the arch may be rai ed to sp ring from the frieze. The whole desio'n would then 
be higher, and the semicircle under it could accommodat more sculpture. 

The restoration of the other side of the gate, the side which faced the theatron, 
is a simple matter, though there is less material for restoration lying within the gate. 
I have shown only one half of this face in restoration (Ill. 329 Elevation A- B). The 
piers s em to have been plain at the bottom, but the engaged colu mns have a torus 
base with a row of erect leaves above it . A much mutilated cap for the pier and its 
engaged column was found with a moulded abacus and a row of leaves above a n 
astragal. There are voussoirs, profi led exactly like the architrave of the peristyle, which 
compo ed an arch the diameter of which equals the distance between the two piers, 
and there are other moulded and carved voussoirs, substantially like those of the outer 
arch , which composed an arch of much larger span . The diameter of this arch i equal 
to the diameter of the arch already set upon the piers measured from extrado to 
ex trados of the voussoirs. It is thu apparent that the moulded and carved voussoirs 
formed a fri eze and cornice above the arch which has architrave mouldings upon it, 
and that we have here ar. example of an arcuated entablature. It is mo t probable 
that a similar frieze and cornice were set above the architrave of the peristyle, but in 
separate pieces; for several long blocks were found with on side cone 'ponding in width 
to the carved band of the voussoirs, and having similar ornament. 

ince the gateway is an integral part of the theatrO!l, it may be assumed that it 
was erected at the same time , that i , during the years between 33 and 13 B. c.; for 
it is probable that the templ e was compl ted first, and the theatron with its entrance 
were among the later buildings to be finished , and we may assume that this gateway 
belonO's to the latter part of the period. 

T EMPLE OF D USI-IARA. I have already published this temple, with two of the illus
trations republi hed herewith (Ills. 335 and 336), in the Florz'legimtt jllelchior de Vogiie, l 

but it will be well to include a description of it in this Part which is to be, as nearly 
as possible, a corpus of the building at t. t the time of M. de VogUe's visit, a 
great heap of debris lay just out ide the southeast angle of the theatron . From the 
midst of this heap there protruded the single jamb of a doorway apparently in situ . 
This jamb was not unnaturally taken by the early explor r to be a remnant of a gate, 

1 pp. 79-91. 
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a sort of side entrance to the middle court, and 1S shown as such in his tentative plan 
of the precinct. Almost fifty years later, when the Princ ton Expedition reached Si\ it 
was found that some of the debris had been removed from the heap, revealing the 
fact that the exposed jamb was not a part of an entrance to th precinct, for its thresh
old is nearly 2 m. higher than the pavement of the middle court, but the doorway 
of a temple the greater part of which had been built upon a ubstructure rising from 
the steep slope b low, and had fallen down the hill. The front wall of the podium 
of the building, however, and the lower courses of its fro nt wall and portico remained 
in situ. When the r maining debris had b en removed from these, it was discovered 
that a substantially correct plan of the temple could be made, and that, from the 
architectural details lying about, a restoration of the facade could be drawn which would 
be correct in its principal features. drawing of the ruin in the actual state in which 
it was found, a plan, and a restoration of the facade, are given in Ill. 335 i while 
measured drawings of the more important details are given in Ill. 336, and a few pho
tog raphs are pre ented in Ill. 337. The ground-plan (Ill. 335) was unmistakably of the 
same type as that of the temple of Bacal hamln, although it is not similar in all 
details, and is on a somewhat smaller scale, its facade being a little over IS m. wide 
as opposed to 19 m. in the other temple. But here we have again the outer wall and 
the interior cella with a passage between them. gain we have the distyle entrance, but 
not the recessed porch of the temple of Bacal Shamln. H ere the two columns stand 
between half-columns at the ends of walls that extend from the angles of the building 
to the line of the interior cella, and the passage beh ind the columns is continuous with 
the passag around the cella. The cella has but one doorway i its front wall and parts 
of its two side walls are in situ. The location of the rear portion of the outer wall 
of the temple was determined from foundations well down the slop . the outer walls 
form d a square. The rear wall of the inner cella could not be found . The passage 
between the columns and the cella wall is 2.76 m. wide, the passage on the right is 
2 m. wide that on the left 2 -40 m. If the inner cella was square the passage in the 
rear would have been only 1.60 m. wide. In the plan I have drawn a conjectured 
wall which makes the cella slightly oblong . The four interior columns are placed on 
conjecture from broken hafts lying on the slope behind the temple. 

The parts of the facade that are in situ are shown in the drawing of the actual 
state (Ill. 335). The podium is complete with its cap moulding. It stands 1.50 m. above 
th pavement of the middle court. Upon its edge stand, from left to right, a pilaster
base and the lower course of a wall, 2.65 m. long, terminating in the base of a half
column , two column-bases, and then two courses of half-column, plain wall and pilaster, 
as at the opposite end . Behind the column-bases ,is the front wall of the cella preserving 
from one to three of its courses. The sides of the outer wall are preserved in one 
course to a length of 12 m. on the east, and 7 m. on the west. Only short sections 
of the side walls of the inn er cella are preserved. 

The details of the up rstructure of the facade were found in much the same con
dition as those of the gateway of the theatron i for the greater part of them lay eith l' 

in front of the podiu m or upon it. These were set aside, and measured, and are 
herewith presented in Ill. 336. They consi t of the cap-moulding of the podium, the 
ba es of a column , a half column, and a pilaster, one of the jambs and the threshold 
of the doorway, all of which are in situ. The fallen details are the capitals of a column, 
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a half-column, and a pilaster , ections of straig ht architrave and cornice, voussoirs bearing 
the same mouldings as the traig ht architrave and cornice, and the end of the raking 
cornice with the low r part of a corner antefix adhering to it. \tVith so great a n 
amount of material at hand the restoration of the fac,;ade is quite sim ple. The height 
of the columns was determined by adding together the three pieces of the shafts. There 
can be no doubt that the architrave was arch d above the middle intercolumniation ; for 
one piece of architrave was found with its mouldings returned upward on a curve, and 
the voussoirs which are moulded like the architrave belonged to an arch whose ' dia
meter wa qual to the distance between the two columns. This is the earliest example 
of the placing of an arch upon columns that I kn ow of. The vou soil's which are 
moulded like the cornice belonged to an arch so mewhat larger in diameter than the 
arched architrave measured from extrado to extrado. This xtra width allows space 
for a frieze about 40 cm . wide, and I have shown this as plain in the restoration for 
the reason that I found no fragments of an ornamented frieze. It will be remembered 
that the frieze of the 1 abataean temple a t uweda is quite plain . The placing of the 
raking cornice is a more difficult problem. Its a nble is g iven, and if it be placed at 
the extreme end of the fac,;ade, the heig ht of the pediment will be too great. But if 
it be placed directly above one of the half-columns, its soffit will rest upon th outer 
curve of the arcuated cornice. This, it seem to me, must have been its position ; for 
by this means the interior cella is accentuated on the fac,;ade, and the level space be
tween the angles of the pediment and the end of the straight cornice of the wall 
represents the flat stone roof of the passage abo ut the temple. It is of course impossible 
to determine if a gable was carried back over the whole interior cella, or only over the 
space between the columns and the front wall. The mutilated fig ures of three eagles, 
which must have stood over a metre high, I have placed at the ends of the fac,;ade 
and upon the apex of the gable. 

The ornament of this temple, thoug h not exactly similar to that of the temple 
of Bacal ShamIn, is entirely in keeping with it (Ill. 336). The mouldings of the 
podium-cap the a rchitrave, and the cornice, are no more than alternating seri s of 
ovolos and cavettos which are not segmental. The torus mouldings of the column
bases have a profile which is characteristi c of abataean work, being not semicircular 
but much fla ttened. The car itals (Ill. 337) have but a sino'le row of large leaves of the 
thick , heavy, acanthus type, the volutes are also thick, and the abacus very heavy and 
moulded with two sunken cavettos. The most interesting features of these capitals a re 
the g rotesque human figures which appear in the middle of the outer faces of the two 
capitals and the faces of the half capital which are turned toward the middl inter
columniation. The e g rotesques represent the head, shoulders , and arms of figures a 
little below half natural size. The head are bald, the faces arinning, a nd the hands 
clasp the tOl s of the mid-leaves of the capitals. Only one of thes was found in a good 
state of preservation (Ill. 337) ; it is that upon the face of one of the half-capitals. 
The as tragal below each capital is treat d with rope ornament. The carved ornament 
of th doorway of the cella is more like that of the entrance to the theatron than that 
of the doorways of the g reat temple which are decorated with g rape-vine. This may 
indicate that the temple of Dushara belongs rather to the end of the period from 33 
to 13 B. c. than to the time of the temple of Bacal hamln. 

There can be no doubt that thi temple belongs to the period mentioned in the 
Publications of th e Princeton University Archaeo logical Expedition s to yri ~ , Div. IT, ec. A, Pt. 6 . 
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inscription 1 upon the architrave of the peristyle of the theatron ; but the question as to 
whether this temple i implied in the references to "the outer temple" in the sa me inscription 
i. quite another problem. It is perhaps one for epigraphists or Semitic scholars to solve; 
but, to me, it seems possible that the expression, "the inner and the outer temple" may 
e qually well refer to the great temple with its inner shrine and its enclosing passage 
a nd walls , or to the great temple inside the theatron on the one hand , and the temple 
ju t outside the theatron on the other. 

Under the debris in fro nt of the temple of Dusha ra we found a number of details 
-o f sculpture and frag ments of inscriptions which add interest to the building . One was 
a flat inscribed slab et against the die of the podiu m ju t below the middle of the 
space between the left hand column and the adjoining half.column. T he inscription 2 

i biling ual, in Nabataean and in Greek, and reads Seeia standing above tlte land of the 
Ijauran . T his g ives us the original name of st , and indicates that the place had 
a lready been per onified, and had found anthropomorphic expression in a sta tue which 
s tood above this inscription. Another obj ect found before the temple was an altar
p destal standing near the angle between the temple wall and the wall of the theatron . 
This pedestal (Ill. 338) was provided with moulded base and cap, and had lions ' h ads 
at two adjacent angles connected by a garland; upon the di is a abataean inscription 
dated in the thirty third year of the rul of Phi lip the T etrarch (29/30 A . D.) . From 
its position it seems quite impossible that the pedestal was set up before the completion 
-of the temple of Dushara. mong the fragments of sculpture found within the doorway 
-of the temple was the lower part of the drapery and the feet of a statue, a li ttle larger 
than liD -size (Ill. 33 7). T he fee t are represented as treading out wine from grapes ; 
t he wine is depicted by wavy lines flowing from the crushed fru it, and a face, probably 
p ersonifying the win e, is shown protuding from the grapes. The face was broken off, 
but was found, and is shown in Ill. 334, Frag. P. The statue to which this fragment 
belonged could have been no other than that of Dushara, the wine-god of the aba
taeans, and it was the presence of this statue in the temple, as well as the importance 
-of th is divinity , which was only second to that of Bacal Shamln, that ugge ted to us 
t hat the newly-found temple was dedicated to D ushara. Fragments of a long inscription 
carved in large and beautiful Greek letters upon the ordinary ashlar of the front wall 
were foun d below the left half of the podium. It is known that the inscription was in 
several lines, and that it extended from the p ilaster to the half column ; for one frag 
ment was fo und with a piece of the edge of a pilaster on the left of the letters and 
a nother wi'th a bit of half-column on the right. It was thus 2.70 m. in length. If the 
word [r']SpfJ.(/.·.nx[6;] on one of the fragments is a part of the name of the Emperor 
C laudius Germanicus, as has been suggested by Dr. Littmann , 3 th inscripti un could be 
d ated between the years 4 I and 54 A. D.; but the inscription mig ht have been carved 
many years after the co mpletion of the temple. 

ABATAEAN GATE. T he entrance to the middle court has been tyl d the Naba
taean gate for the reason that all of its details are I abataean in character . s 
the general plan of the precinct shows, the gate is not parallel with the gate of 

ntrance to the thea tron, or at right angles to the side walls of the middle court. 
Vv e were unable to make as large, or as complete, a clearing about this structure as 
about the two preceding buildings, and, for this reason , the plan was not so clearly 

1 Di\,. I V, Sect. A. inscr. 100. 2 IV, inscr. 103. 3 ReVile .A rchiotogiq llf , 1905 , p. 41 I. 
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d termined. The part which was most easily cleared, and from which we removed 
much of the debris, represents the southern half of the space between the side wall 
of the court (Ill. 339). In this half there were brought to light three doorway diminishing 
in ize from the north. The northern half of the space at this end of the court is piled 
hig h with fall en building stones in which many architectural fragments of the Roman 
period appear . It would seem that the gate originally consisted of five openings; but 
t hat the north rnmost two (shown as conjectured in my plan in Ill. 339) had been 
d ispensed with in the second century to make room for a small , but richly decorated, 
building of Classical design. No traces of th plan of this structure can be discovered 
withou t the removal of many tons of debris. The existing portions of the gate show 
the east face of a wall with three doorways in it, the fallen detail show that these 
doorways had lintels with pediments above them. Within the doorways, and betvveen 
them, are four walls projecting over 5 metres to the westward. T he southern most 
wall form ed one side of a square structure, like a tower; the other walls terminate 
without ig ns of ornamental features. It thus appears that there was a sort of open 
vestibule inside each doorway. Whether these were roofed or not is not evident. The 
doorway were approached by three steps. Three courses of the wall, and the decorated 
jambs of the doorways to a corresponding height, are preserved in situ. Above and 
a round these remains were heaped the details from which the accompanying restoration 
(Ill. 339) was drawn . Photographs of casts of some of these details are g iven in 
Ill. 340. Th ja mbs of what I believe wa originally the middle portal, that on the 
rig ht in the plan and restoration, are standin O' to a height of over 2 m .; the details 
of these jambs and the corresponding lintel a r shown in Ills . 339 and 340 Frag. T. 
Clos by lay F ragment which was not a jamb or lintel, and broken bits of a con
sole. I hav placed the console at the end of the lintel, a nd have made Fragment 
a sort of frieze-cornice above it on the analogy of the preserved dool'\vay of a tomb 
already di scussed, and shown in Ill. 323. The next doorway on the left has jambs 
represented in Frag. 'lvV, the doorway at the extreme left is hown in Frag. X. 
Between the two, the frieze-cornice represented in F rag. V was discovered, and broken 
pieces of monolithic pediments were found in front of all three doorway . I have there
fore restored the thr e portals in a similar manner, dimini hing in height as in width. 
I have no mean of knowing the disposition of the wall above them. 

All the ornament here is interesting. It differs in many details from the ornament 
of the temples and the gateway already studied, though it is closely related to it; and 
it is quite as free from Hellenistic influence. ome of it has more in common with the 
lintel inscribed with the name of Agrippa 11, shown in Ill. 338. The la rge doorway 
(Frags . and T) presents some entirely new motives, the two scroll de igns and the 
inci ed oves have not been encountered in other abataean work and the palmettes 
of the cymatium are of a novel form. The vegetable ornament of the innermost band 
of the li ntel and the jamb (T), with its heart-shaped leave and clusters of berries, 
appears in its curved form, as on the lintel, in the lower band of ornament in the frieze 
of the gateway of the theatron (Frag. D, Ill. 330). The rope design of the slend~r 

toru which corn next is common in all 1 abataean and other oriental ornament ; bu t 
the small oves sheathed with a slender reed and separated by little billet, resembling, 
to a certain xt nt, ome very archaic specimens of eO'g-and-dart in Asia Minor, has 
not occurred 111 any of the monuments that we have studied here in 1'. The next 
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moulding is ul1lque 111 architectural carving, though it ha come down to the present 
day in Oriental textile patterns. The cavetto which comes just within the outermost 
band is carved with leaves like those seen in a similar moulding on the j ambs of the 
temple of Bacal Shamln. In Frag. which was a frieze-cornice, incised oves, like 
those in , appear, but the two patterns above are unique. The g rap -vine ornament 
in Frags. Wand X are reminiscent of the principal portal of the temple of Bacal 

hamln (Frag. 5, Ill. 327). Taking into consideration the facts that some of these 
cl sig ns of ornament are almost identical with designs known to b long to the last quarter 
of the first century B. C., and that others, like the rope set below an archaic egg-and
dart, are found in ornament that is known to belong to the time of grippa II (Ill. 338), 
and may be dated between 50 and 100 A. D., it seems logical to place the date of this gate 
somewhere between the two, that is, early in the first century after hrist. The interesting 
base (Frag. Y) was found, apparently in place, in front of the ri o-ht jamb of the largest 
of the three exposed doorway. It is probable . that it carried a statue or a votive column . 

SOUTH TEMPLE. This is a temple of Cia sical plan, executed in almost purely 
1 abataean detail. It was built upon a terrace 5 m. above the outermost court, and on 
the south side of it. It was approached by a broad flight of step set into the terrace 
wall. The area about the temple was paved. The plan (Ill. 341) is I rostyle, tetrastyle, 
with proj ecting antae, and interior wall-piers for the support of transver e a rches. The 
temple proper was set upon a podium 2.50 m. high, and tall, narrow, parotids flanked 
the steps. The order of the four columns is substantially like the T abataean order 
known at Hegra and in Bo!?r~L It is the only example of its kind that has been found 
at 'to The base consists of a flat torus, a fillet and a scotia, another fillet and a 
narrow bead below a flat cavetto which answers for an apophyge. Th shaft is plain 
and has a slight diminution. The lower member of the capita l i an echinus like that 
in the similar order in Bo!?ra; but it has four plain leaves which curve up below the 
" horns" of the much exaggerated concave-sided abacus. The caps of the antae are 
foliate. They have very large abaci, and the leaves spread well to support their angles. 
The leaves themselves are of the heavy type of acanthus commonly found here at st. 
I found no piece of architrave, and have introduced in the restoration a triple-banded 
one like that found in the temple at uw~da, and frequently seen in the tombs at Hegra. 
I have al 0 introduced a plain frieze, as is often found in the monuments named above. 
The cornice and raking cornice a re both represented in the broken details lying about 
the temple; the angle-antefixes w re restored from broken fragments. The cap-mouldings 
of the parotids which flanked the steps are different in profile from those of the podium · 
at least one part 'which appeared to be in situ (Ill. 34 I) showed a very different treat
ment. This profile is quite unique in Nabataean architecture, and is not found in 
architecture of the Roman period in yria· though it is not unlik mouldings that occur 
in the ima of some of the early Doric buildings in icily. The ornament of the 
doorway is related to that of the portal of the temple of Bacal hamln, the grape-vine 
being the most important motive (Ills. 34 I and 340, Frag. Z) · but the treatment of the 
fruit, or the pecies of g rape rep res nted, is quite different. Here the grapes are oblong, 
like the finest of the grapes that are to be seen to-day in the Djebel Ijauran, the 
leaves, the stem, and the tendrils, are very naturalistically carved. The running vine 
with bell-like flowers, that forms a narrow band beside the grape-vine was not found 
e lsewhere. T his carved decoration appears upon th lintel and jambs of the doorway. 
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At the end of the lintel is an attached console, quite like the other consoles found 
here in form and scale, but having, as an added enrichment , a cluster of large grapes 
hang ing against its ou ter face. This is reminiscent of the g rape-clust I"S that depend 
from the volute of some of the pilaster-caps of the temple of Ba<al hamln. I did not 
succeed in finding a ny remn ant of the frieze or cornice that undoubtedly re ted upon 
this lintel and its console. 

No inscription has as yet been found which can be connected with this temple, 
a nd there is little in its ornamental detai ls that is serviceable in determining its date. 
The little carving that remains eems to have mu ch in comm on with th e early work 
here a t S1", and there is none that partakes of the character of the work which is 
known to have been executed under the second gnppa. Th temple would seem 
therefore to belong to the period between 33 B. c . and 50 A. D . 

R OMAN GATE. The third, or outermo t, gate, that at the end of the long paved 
road that leads up from the valley, is one of the two monuments connected with the 
sacred precinct that show the influence of Roman domination in t . I published this 
gate, in a more or less tentative manner,l from observation s mad in 1 900. The 
monument has suffered severely since that time; but th e r m val of some of the fallen 
blocks of stone has made the plan somewhat clearer than it was then. This is evident 
in a comparison of my first outline plan and restoration (A. A. E. 5. Fig. 127) with 
my new and complete plan g iven herewi th (Ill. 342). It i now plain that the best 
preserved part of the gate, that show n in a photograph on page 363 A. A. E. 5., is 
not the side of th northernmost f th three openi ng, but the right side of the middle 
opening on the east face. The plan and arrangement of this middle arch, with its 
flanking pilasters and quarter-columns, is substantia1ly correct in my earlier publication , 
bu t the side openings are much plainer. H ere there are only the shorter pilasters which 
carried the arches, and the terminating members of this face are tall plain pilasters 
of the Corinthian order. The well preserved piece of the monument shown in a photo
o'faph 2 in my earlier publication is presented in a drawing made to ca le in this later 
study, and is marked X in Ill. 342. The caps of the lower ord r of I ilaste rs, a nd 
the compound caps of the quarter-columns and the taller pilasters were found in the 
ruins much mutilated. The architrave and cornice, shown in photograph in the former 
publication (A . A. E . . I1, p. 364) are drawn to scale in the present work (Ill. 342 ). 
In addition to these, the main cornice was found, and parts of the raking cornice which 
was placed over a re saut above the quarter-column , and shows that there was a gable 
over the middle arch . The western face of the gateway was treated in a much simpler 
manner and in the Ionic order, as is shown in Ill . 342. I found no carved details 
belong ing to this face excepting the pilaster cap (Y in Ill. 342). The lower order of 
pilasters on this face had simply moulde 1 caps, and the architrave and cornice had 
plain Ionic mouldings, the frieze apparently being quite plain, and in strong contrast to 
the ov r-elaborate decoration of the east face. This rich carving, shown in the drawing, 
was applied to the pannels of the pila ters and the thre members of the ntablature. 
The former is ill ustra ted in my drawing (D tail of X), where the minor order of pilasters 
IS g iven panels with an interlacing pattern of g rape-vine treated in a very realistic 
ma nner, and the major order is treated with imilar panels carved with a nnceau 
which is probably to be taken for acanthu unless it represents ome native plant, and 

I A . A . E . S. 11 , pp. 362- 364, 2 Ibid . 11. p. 363. 
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it has large flowers in its spaces. The vine panels compare favourably with work of 
the early Antonine period in this region, but the other panel are more like some 
of the carving in the Tychaion at i~ .. anam~n , which i dated in the reign of Commodus; 
for they show the tendency to employ deep line-incisions and incised triangles, m thods 
of carving which are characteristic of the Christian carving of orthern Syria. The 
quarter-columns are not fluted in the ordinary Classical fashion , but reeded, and they 
have no bases. The carving of the entablature is extravagantly rich. Here the lower 
band is carved with the large letters of a beautifully wrought inscription · it is separated 
from the upper band by a row of large beads. The upper band is adorned with a 
widely spaced maeander with faces and animals in its panels. The cymatium consists 
of a row of beads, an egg-and-dart , and a cavetto carved with a delicate three-leaved 
vine. The carving of the fr'ieze is a rinceau which resembles that of the major order 
of pilasters , its bed-mould is a well wrought egg-and-dart. The cornice consists of a 
dentil-band and two narrow mouldings below a band of consoles i the soffi ts of the con
soles are adorned with leaves or honeysuckles, and the lacunae with grotesque faces. 

bove this, in place of a regular corona and sima, there is flat cavetto, a fillet, and a 
narrow band. n interesting bit of sculpture belong ing to thi gate is the fi gu re of 
1 ike which adorned the keystone of the eastern face of the middle arch. This is 
illustrated by two photographs in A. A. E. . Il, p. 4 I 7. 

ROMAN BUILDmG. The other building in the sacred precinct that shows the influence 
of Classical art is the one already referred to in connexion with the discussion of the 

abataean gate. In th e publications of the American Expedition, l I took it for granted 
that the details of the Roman period lying near the Nabataean gate were parts of a 
later gate replacing or encasing, the older one· my observation in 1909 howed con
clusively that this was not the case, but that the e details had belonged to a building 
of the Roman tim e which was erected in the northwest angle of the outermost court 
concealing two of the five openings of the original gate. It was not possible to secure 
a plan of this building, or to det rmine its character. It may have been only a more 
elaborate form of gateway, a sort of triumphal arch occupying nearly one half of the 
space filled by the older gateway, or it may have been a small shrine. othing definite 
with regard to the form of the structure can be determined without systematic exca
vation. All that can be seen of it now are architectural details of unusual beauty. 
I have chosen three frag ments of the details for illustration in this publication (Ill. 343, 
Frags. A, B and C). The first of these is the capital of a half-column of the Corin
thian order with a band, or collar, of maeanders below it : the abacus and the volutes 
are broken off; but the lower parts of the leaves are very g raceful and extremely well 
executed. The second frag ment is the end of a lintel, essentially like the lintel of the 
doorway of the Seraya at I>'anaw~t, 2 except that figure sculpture of much g race and 
beauty is introduced into the masses of flowing acanthus foliage. The figure shown in 
this fragment (B), entirely undraped, rests easily upon the cushion of a cross-legged 
seat. The third fragment is a piece of jamb, almost precisely like those of the fine 
portal of the Seraya at I>.anawat referred to above. It seems most probable that the 
two examples of carving, separated by a relatively short distance, were executed by 
the same hand. These specimens are the very best of their period in the Ijauran. 
The relief is extraordinarily high, the designs are full of grace and of vigour, and the 

1 A . A. E . S. Il, p. 36 1-362. 2 cf. A . A . E. S. 1I, p. 360. 
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execution of the fine details of the foliage and flowers is most exqUlslte, as may be 
judged from the drawings in Ill. 343, or from the rather faint reproduction of a photo
graph in A . A . E . . I1, page 362. I believe that thi work is earlier than that of the 
mOre highly conventionalized, and less well executed, details of the Roman gate here 
at 1', or of the temple at CAtHl which is dated 151 A. D., although the carving of 
Frag. C resembles very closely the frieze of the temple a t Ijebr~n,2 dated 158 A. D., 

which again might have been executed by the same hand as the portal of the I):a
naw~t eraya.. 

SCULPTURE. In addition to the sculptures discovered here that were definitely related 
to the buildings, like those presented in Ills. 333 and 334, and the fragment of a 

A B 

c 

FRAGMENTS 

Ill. 343. 

statue shown in Ill. 337, there were found numerous torsos, chiefly of male statues, 
like in Ill. 344. These indicate that there were many statues set up in the sacred 
precinct, each having, no doubt, its pedestal and inscription, like those which s tood in 
the porch of the Temple of Bacal Shamln, and the one recently found in front of the 
te mple of Dushara.. They are of small importance artistically, they are mostly of life 
size, and are interesting only as showing the attempts of the abataean artists to 
execute folds of drapery in the hard basalt. That they were covered with a fine tucco 
and pain ted is evident from remains of fine plaster still adhering to some of the 
fragm en ts; but no vestige of the original colours remains. The most important piece 
o f sculpture discovered here by the Princeton Expeditions was a reli f in basalt illustrating 
the cult of Mithras which was found in front of the Temple of Dushara. (Ill. 344, B). 
The slab is a lmost intact, it measures 58 by 72 cm. and is about 10 cm. thick . T he 

I cf. A . A . E. S. 11, p. 343. 2 Div. Il , Sect. A. Part 5, p. 324. 
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subject of the main relief is the usual representation of Mithras wearing a Phrygian 
cap, sitting sideways upon the bull, with his left hand upon the bull's head and with 
his right plunging a knife into the bul1's shoulder. The usual accompanyments are here , 
the dog licking the blood, the serpent, and the cOl'pion i but there are other figures 
besides. In the upper left hand angle of the slab is a radiate bust of the sun-god , and 
a bird which seems to be perching upon Mithras' flying drapery, and in the cor
re ponding ang le a bust wearing the crescent moon above its head, while , at the left, 
near th e edge of the stone, is a small human fi gure clad in armour, wearing a pointed 
helm t and holding what appears to be a torch. 

BUILDI GS OUT IDE THE PRECI r CT. 

BATH. Besid the sacred way, and a few metres above it on the south, are the 
rUIns of a building which was probably a bath. Its circular central apartment, its thick 
wal1s laid in good Roman mortar, and the arthenware water-pipes embedded in the 
walls, are almost ce rtain indices of the purpose of the 2 1.)0 _____ _ 

building. A great mass of broken ston has rol1ed 
down the hillside, almost completely fi lling the building 
and much earth has accumulated within it, but the 
walls are still traceable, and the outlines of the boun
dary walls were accurately determined, (Ill. 345). 
The divisions of the eastern part of the building, 
however, could not be determined without a great 
deal of excavating. It would seem a if the structure 
might be very well preserved under the d 'bris i for 
only the upper part of the arched opening in the 
west wal1 was visible, and only the tops of the two 
niches a re to be seen. The wal1s throughout were 
built of finely dressed quadrated blocks la id in mortar. 

sIp· BATH · 
Ill. 345. 

,"'. 

The circular apartment, which was probably the caldarium, was covered by a dome 
of concrete, fragments of which lie within the room. 0 ornamental details were found, 
although a doorway in the east wall is flanked by flat pilasters. T his building was, in 
all probability, erected during the period of Roman domination in the I:Iauriln. 

TOMBS. There are, generally speaking, two forms of tomb-structures in SI'; but 
there is a single exam pie of a third type. N one of these forms resembles the type 
of tomb found in other Iabataean centres. The partly underg round tombs, so common 
in the southern I-:-Iauriln, with th ir numerous st lae inscribed with abataean letters, 
notably those of Umm idj-Djimal, l are not represented here, and there are no types 
even remotely resembling the rock-hewn tombs of Hegra. Y t it i certain that the 
two chief forms of tombs here are of I abataean origin· both on the evidence of in
scriptions and of architectural details. 

The more common of the h\10 types is the round tower (Ill. 346 A), built of qua
drated, but unfinished, blocks on the exterior, but having an interior chamber the walls 
of which are of highly finished masonry. Each of these towers i entered through a 
narrow doorway recessed in a sort of ve tibule : in one case this vestibule was arched. 
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The doorways are often given some ornament, of which the lintel herewith presented 
{Ill. 346 B) is an example. Others, perhaps all originally, had inscribed lintels, or 
inscribe 1 stones set above the lintels . One of these, in Tomb A (Ill. 347), is represent d 
in the photoa raph of a cast reproduced in Div. IV, Sect. A, page 84. H ere a bilingual 
inscription \vas carved upon an ornamental plate as long as the lintel-stone below it. 
In another in tance a tall stone, like a stele, was given a panel with a frame ot 
mouldings and a little pediment, and set into the wall , probably above the lintel. This 
stone, carved with a abataean inscription, is reproduced in the Publications of the 

SI' · T OMB (A) 

Ill. 347 . 

5I~· SARCOPHAGVS 
.sCALE, 

..... 
Sr·TOMB(C) 

111. 349. Ill. 350. 

American Exp dit ion Part IV, page 90. T he towers vary in diameter from 6 m. to 
9 m., and all were probably finished off with low cone of earth ; for mo t of them are 

q uite full of s il. 
The interior of th tomb-chambers w re variously treated; but most of them were 

g iven base mouldings and moulded corbel courses for the support of the roof. A ll the 
chambers were approximately square. Some of them, like Tomb A (Ill. 347), were 
spanned by long slabs of basalt. Others, like T omb B (Ill. 348), had a pier, or a column , 
in the middle of th chamber, carrying the interior angles of four large, square, slabs. 
A third sort, illustrated by Tomb C (Ill. 349), has a smaller chamber with a barrel 
vault of cu t ston e, and three arcosolia which embraced sarcophagi. A fragment of a 
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sarcophagus from one such tomb is shown in a drawing in Ill. 350. I could not find 
out how th e dead were provided for in the other tomb-towers, but conjecture that they 
were placed in free-standing sarcophagi that may have been broken up and taken out, 
or may be buried in the soil and debris that fill mo t of the tombs. Wherever sarco
phagi were used they must have been put in place while the tomb was in proces of 

recti on . for the doorways are in every ca e too small to permit the passage of an 
object so wide. 

The second common type of tomb, u ed in both the 1 abataean and the Roman 
period, was a small square, or rectangular , building, like a diminutive temple, built 

ntirely of highly finished masonry outside and inside, and embellished with base
mouldings, pilaster, and ornamental doorways . Not one of the tombs of this type is 
su fficiently well preserved for one to be able to make a plan of it, or even to secure 
satisfactory dimen ions · but I conjecture that some of them were fini hed above in a 
stepped 1 yramid like the famous tomb of Bamrath at uw~da, which is assig ned, on 
epig raphical grounds, to the first century before Christ, while others had columnar porches 
in front and gable roofs, like small temples tetrastyle-prostyle or distyle-in-antis. · The 
doorway already shown in Il1. 323 was the entrance of atom b of this type . nother 
similar tomb had a doorway of similar style, and rectangular niches on either side of it 
which reproduced the ornament of the portal on a smaller scale. A third had round 
arched niches on a square plan, with eagles carved in high relief in the soffits of th 
arches (Ill. 346 C). These eag les which are undoubtedly 1 abataean, and of the first 
century B. c., are the earliest examples that I know of this use of a motive that became 
quite common in later architecture under the Romans both in yria and in other parts 
of the Roman world as th ornament of the conchas of niche . 

unique funeral monument in the valley f tombs at s1' was a high podium, or 
pedestal, triangular in plan (Ill. 35 I), which supported three sarcophagi. The monument 
is sadly ruined; but it parts are all lying near. The pede tal was raised upon two 
steps, it is exactly equilateral· its base-moulding which is completely pres rved has a 
fine strong profile. Two courses of the die are in place at several points, and it is 
qu ite c rtain that there were at least three more courses, ~:::iving the d ie a height of 
about 2 m. Many fragments of the cap-moulding are lying about ; and th se have a 
good outline and are well proportioned to the rest of the monument. Fragments 
of three sarcophagi with their covers were al 0 found. They are simple and dign ified 
in de ig n, ach sarcophagus having one side and both ends panell d. The side panels 
contain each three slender wreaths tied with ribbons at the top , while the end panels 
have each one wreath. The covers have the form of low gable roofs with small ante
fixes at th four angles. 0 tomb res mbling this one has been found in any part 
of outhern Syria, though a ingle sarcophagus elevated upon an oblong pedestal, or 
two sarcophagi upon a square pedestal, are often seen among the funerary monuments 
of the North. It is probable that the bodie of the dead were actually placed in the 
sarcophagi; for the pediment was olid, and th re is no indication that there was an 
underground chamber near by. No in cription was found that might throw light upon 
the date of thi s monumen t ; but the architectural details would assign it to the second 
century after Christ. The valley below the mount of 1', where all these tombs were 
found , was a vast necropolis a city of tombs, extending over a wide area east and west, 
and stretching far down the wadi toward I>.anawat. The residential part of l' was not 
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large, it probably provided homes for few outside the families of the priests and others 
directly connected with the service of the temple. It would seem therefore that this 
g reat necropolis wa used by the people of I>'anaw~t, a well as by the inhabitants 
of st, for the burial of their dead, and it i also possible that abataeans residing in 
other parts of the mountains brought their dead to this sacr d place under the shadow 

of the fan e of the "Lord of Heaven. " 
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It IS a g reat pity that the tombs of this necropolis have all been destroyed and 
rifled. The work of destruction was probably begun in early Christian t imes. If any 
of the tombs had been spared, with all the furnishing of their chambers intact, we 
should undoubtedly have here an interesting and important collection of objects illustrating 

the minor arts of the Nabataeans. 
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766. FRAGMENTS. l~ ound in the debris in th fore-court in front of the "Temple 
of Dushara". Twelve fragments were found and copied by the Expedition of 1904-05, 
some of these were recopied and four more found by the Expedition of 1909. Unfor
tunately, there was neither time nor a sufficient numb r of workmen to search the debris 
thoroughly for further fragments, and inasmuch as Sic is being used as a stone
quarry for neighboring villages, especially uweda, some of the blocks have perhaps 
been carried away. The position of the fragments when found points to the belief that 
the blocks on which the inscription was carved formed part of the front wall of the 
"Temple of Dushara". This belief is confirmed by the evidence of the stones themselves, 
since fr O' . 4 contains at the left a portion of a pilaster, and frgs. 3, 8 and 9 contain 
at the right portions of a half-column, and the ruins of the front wall of the temple 
show a pilaster at the corner, and a half-column at a distance of 2.62 m. from it. 
It seems clear, accordingly, that the inscription extended across this space, and covered 
at least two, and probcrbly many more, courses of blocks. The letters are beautifully 
carved, and their ornamental character seems quite in keeping with the conspIcuousness 
of their position. 

The dimensions of the frao'ments and the letters are as follows: 
r. Height 541/2 cm.; width 26 cm.' thickness 37 cm. Height of letters 5 cm.; 

height of spaces between lines 2 1/ 2- 3 cm.' space below 1. 6 6 cm. The block had 
been broken into nine fragments, some very small, but these had not been scattered, 
and it was possible to piece them together. 

2. Height at left end 261
/ 2 cm., at right 25 cm.; width at top 43 cm., at bottom 

44 cm.; thickness 33 cm. Height of I tters 51/2-6 cm.; height of spaces between lines 
2

1
/ 2-3 cm. 

3. Height 55 cm.; width of the inscribed space, at the top 22 cm. at the bottom 
IS cm.; thickness 36 cm. Height of letters 5-51/2 cm.; height of spaces between lines 
2

1
/ 2- 3 cm.; space below 1. 5 141/2 cm. At the right of the letters is a section ot a 

half-column. 
4· Height 521/2 cm.' width 731/2 cm.; width of inscribed portion 131/2 cm. Height 

of letters 51/2-6 cm.' height of spaces between lines 2 1/ 2- 3 cm. At the left of the 
letters is a section of a pilaster, the surface of which is 31/2 cm. higher than the face 
of the inscribed portion. 

5· Height 14 cm.' width at top 23 cm., at bottom 321/2 cm.; thickness 35 cm. 
Height of letters 51/2 cm.' height of space between the lines 21/2 cm. 
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6. Height 53 cm. ' width at bottom 47 cm. i width of extant inscribed portion I I cm. 
Height of letters 41/ 2-5 cm.; height of spaces between lines 2] /2-3 cm. T he left portion 
of the stone, 36 cm. in width, has been bro~en awa y, leaving a concave surface. 

7· Height at left end 121/2 cm. , at right 15 cm. ; thickness 37 cm. The frag ment 
has been broken into two i width of A 141/2 cm. , of B 1 2 cm. H eig ht oflet ters 5- 51/ 2 cm.; 
height of space between the lines 3 cm. 

8. Height 111/2 cm. ' width of inscribed portion 24 cm. i thickness 30 cm. Height 
of letters 51/2- 6 cm. A t the right of the letters is a portion of a half-column. 

9 . Heig ht 14 cm. i width of inscribed portion 18 cm. ' thickness 23 cm. Height 
of letters 51/2 cm' i heig ht of space above the letters 3 cm. A t the rig ht of the le tters 
is a portion of a half-column. 

10. Height at the right 181
/ 2 cm . ' maximum width 20 cm. ' thickness 25 cm. 

Heig ht of letters 51/2-6 cm. ' height of space between the lines 3 cm. 
I I. H eig ht of extant inscribed portion 15 cm.' maximum width 18 cm. Height 

of letters 51/2-6 cm.i h eig ht of space between the lines 3]/2 cm. , below the line 41/2 cm . 
12. H eight 281/ 2 cm. i width 10 cm. H eight of letters 6 cm. ' height of spaces 

between lines 21/2 cm . T he space at the lower right corner was not inscribed . 
13. Height 23 cm. ' thickness 44 cm. T he stone has been broken into two fragments; 

width of A at the top 57 cm ., a t the bottom 42 cm ., of B at the top 14 cm., a t the 
b ottom 15 cm. H eight of letters 51/2-6 cm. i heig ht of spaces between lines 1

3
/ 4- 21/2 cm. 

14. H ig ht 48 cm. ' width 37 cm.; thickness 77 cm . The lower portion of the 
face has been chipped off· heig ht of chipped portion 9 cm. Heig ht of letters 5 1/~-6 cm'i 
height of spaces between lines 1

1
/ 2- 2 1

/ 2 cm. 
15 . H eight at left 141/2 cm. i width at top 20 cm .; maXImum thickness 241/2 cm. 

Height of letters 51/2 cm. ' height of space between the lines 2 cm. 
16. Maximum heig ht 23 cm. ; height at left 10 cm . ; width 18 cm. i maximum 

thickness 10 cm. Height of letters 5-51/2 cm . ; height of spaces between line 11/2-2 1
/ 2 cm. 

Fragments 1-3, 5, 7- 10, and 13- 16 were copied by Littmann in 1905, fra g ment 
4 , 6, 1 J, I 2 by Magie 10 1909. 
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. . a':oY a(,)~s,: . . . . . . Y'l) • 

lnser. 766. frg. 15 
Scale I : 10. 

It seems impossible to combine any of the fragments with any degree of plausibility, 
except in the case of nos . 13- I 5, and even here any restoration can be regarded only 
as a suggestion. The space between the pilaster and the half-column, 2.6 2 m. in leng th, 
contains room for about 42 letters, and if we are to suppose that it was entirely fi lled, 
our restoration, which presupposes a line of about 35 letters, is a little too short. 
A combination of these frag ments, however, seems not unreasonable, because of the fact 
that in them, as a lso in frg. 16, the spaces between the lines are markedly lower than 
in the other fragments, and the presumption is tha t these blocks were in the sam e 
course. It is possible that these fragments belong to an inscription which is entirely 
distinct from the one of which the other blocks form a part, but both the exact similarity 
of the letters and th g eneral appearance of the blocks streng then the belief that they are 
all parts of the same document· this particular course was probably one of the lower 
courses in the wall. W e have suggested the restoration of the name of the Emperor 
Claudius on the basis of the letters K A at the end of 1. 3 and the presence of the 
title r cpIJ.o:v£xo; in 1. 4. The praenomen Imperator was, of course, not used by Claudius 
in official documents , but it was used unofficially, especially in the East, e. g . in a Syrian 
inscription, C. 1. G. 4526 = 1. G. R. III 1083, a nd if, as we are inclined to believe, 
the present inscription is not an offi cial Roman document, there seems to be little reason 
why it should not have been employed here . The form s of L and Jl , moreover, would 
accord perfectly with this date. On the other hand , the cognomen r cp,u.o:y£XO; could 
equally well be regarded as part of the name of Domitian , and it is possible that 
11. 3-4 should be restored o:~,:ox]pd.'U)p K(o:)[iao:p i1op.£,:£o:y6; ~S~O:] 0"':6; 1\o :J.CI.v£x6;. However, 
the fact that both the copy made by Littmann and another copy made by Magie in 
1909 show the last letter in 1. 3 as A points to the belief that K),o:u~£!i; is to be restored here . 
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The close similarity in appearance and size of the blocks and in the size and execution 
of the letters suggests that all the e fragments are part of the same inscription as the 
fragmentary portions of the edict of King Agrippa found at the neighboring town of 
I):.anawat : Wad. 2329 = Ditt. I. . O. G. 424 = A. A . E. . III 404. These two fragments 
read: A, [Bcz(j(),W; 'k)' jp{rrrrcz; <J>£A6xwaczp I [xczi <P£AOpcJjp.cz£o; At-ic£" I . . . . . . eY)p£cJO'ov; xcz,cz-
a-dace,* . . . . . . . . . ; B, .... .. . o,)x 0[0" crrw; p.EXP£ vuv A[cze6v'rc; xczi I EV rronoi; 'rii; xcJjpcz; 
p.Ep€a£v EWpw),€ua[czv,€; . . . . . . I . . . . . . €]!Xp .~ p.Y)O" o).w; rro'r~ "I . . . . . The forms 
of A, 2:, and .11. in the copies of these fragments, as made by both V. addington and 
Prentice, are identical with those in the present inscription, and, moreover, the fact that 
the size of the letters in 1. 3 of frg. A, according to a copy of a portion of this stone 
made by Magie in 1909, is 5 cm. strengthens the evidence for the belief that these 
fragments are to be connected with the inscription from SIc. 

Another fragment, apparently of this same document, was found at I}.anaw~t, and 
copied both by the Rev. elah Merrill (Am. J. of Ph zlo I. VI (1885), p. 211, no. 52 ) 
and by L oeytved and Schroeder, whose copy was published by Mordtmann in Arch.
Epigr. Mdt. VlIl (1884), p. 184, no. 9 and by Clermont-Ganneau in R. A .. IV (1884), 
p. 270 = R. A . O. I. (1888), p. 12, no. 10. These copies read respectively: 

(Merrill). 

TWNOI 
P OY M OY 
M E N T O 
n W 2:Ll E 
K OTE2: 
LlIHi E I 

(Loeytved and Schroeder). 

T nN O I 
Ll Hi E I 
KOT E i 
n n 2:LlE 
MEN T O 
POYMOYLl 

Line 4: P n 2: Ll E, Mordtmann . 

In Loeytved and Schroeder's copy the fo rms 2: and n are the same as in the 
fragments from Sic. Unfortunately, no measuret"nents of the letters are given, but the 
dimensions of the stone, according to Loeytved, are 55 X 35 cm. ot only does the 
height correspond exactly with that of the unbroken blocks from 1', but the presence 
on the stone of six lines, with an average of 9 cm . for the combined height of letters 
and space between lines, is in close agreement with frgs. I - 12. 

Unfortunately, not even the theory that all these fragments are to be connected 
enables us to restore any portion of this edict, or form any idea of its content or even 
to decide the question whether its object was to exhort the inhabitants to build houses 
and lead more civilised lives, as Waddington believed, or, as was suggested with greater 
probability by Dittenberger, to urge them to hunt out and exterminate bandits. The 
only addition to our knowledge is that the document contained elaborate mention of 
the Roman Emperor, quoted perhaps as the author of some measure or command. 
Since some doubt attaches to the name of the Emperor, it is impossible even to answer 
the question whether the edict was issued by Agrippa I or Agrippa Il, the former of 
whom reigned under Claudius, the latter under Domitian. The close personal relations 
'which existed between Claudius and Agrippa I seem to make it more probable that 
thi Emperor would be quoted in an edict of Agrippa I than that Domitian would find 
a similar place in a document of Agrippa II. All that can be said with definiteness, 
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however, g ranted that our theory is correct, is that the fragments fo und at I~anawat 

were removed thither from st, and that it is here that the rest of the famous edict 
must be sought. 

767. T ABLET. F ound standing against the north wall of the podium of the "Temple 
of Dushara" . Width 58 cm. The inscription is on a sunken plate. Inside width of the 
plate 36 cm. , ' inside height 3 11/2 cm. H eight of the Greek version of the inscription 
81/ 2 cm. , of the Nabatean 151/2 cm. T he space on which the Greek letters are inscribed 
is a little lower than the rest of the surface of the plate, as though the surface had 
been slightly cut away in order to erase some letters. H eight of the Greek letters 
2]/2- 3 cm., of the abatean 41/2- 8 cm. Copied by Magie in 1909 . 

Littmann (from th is copy), Florilegiulll M. de Vogiilf (Paris, 1909), p. 375 f. = P . A . E . S. IV. ab. 
Inscrs. no. 103. 

- I 
rF="I ~E -==-E /....-x--""'--k -'-AT---;-A-r ""'-;-H """"'-N -r-;Y,....-r"p--r-oA 

, NEITINE[THK YI A 

, 1~ __________________________ ___ 

Inscr. 767 . Scale 1 : 5. 

Y \ - A' ~E~ta ;.taTa T~Y 'Jpa-

YEi-tY Err y)xvia. 

N·llr;)'~ N1 
'~~~ill ~1 

Inscr. 767. Photograph. 

Sheeze stand£l1,g over against ( tlze) 
land (of) A uran£tz"s . 

Tlzis is the zmage 
of Shlze . 

The inscription is of interest, as Littmann has already pointed out, not only because 
it gives the name of a local goddess, but especially for the light it throws on the meaning 
of the name of the place and consequently on the connection of the g oddess with it. 
L ittmann has pointed out that ~~~ip means in Aramaic a levelled space, corresponding 

to .~ f.Epa 1!AaTda) A . A . E. S. III 405 or .~ 1!),rlno; f.:pa"Ctx.-h, Wad. 2034 and 203 5. Since 
this describes exactly the terraced platform on which the sacred precinct stands, it seems 



clear that the name was orig inally that of the place, and that it was given to the 
goddess as an abstraction or personification. Littmann has also observed that the temples 
in the precinct were dedicated to Bacal-Shamln and Dushara, respectively, and hence 
that the goddess She"!c cannot be regarded as patron-goddess of the place, but rather 
as a fleo; a~yyIY.o;~ perhaps in the temple of Dushara. 

The spelling ~WIY. corresponds to ~~ml'i6;, Wad. 2367; the adjective also occurs in 
the form LEty}v6;, Wad. 2418 = our no. 7841 and A. A. E. S. In 405. 

768. PEDESTAL. 29- 30 A. D. Found in the ruin in the fore-court in front of the 
"Temple of Dushara". The pedestal is in the form of an altar, but, as the inscription 
shows, it served to bear a statue. The front is ornamented with lions' heads at 

r 

the upper corners, connected by a garland; see Div. 11. A. 6, p. 390 and Ill. 338. 
The abataean inscriptio!! is on the front of the die. The pedestal had been cut 
through vertically, and only the front half of it could be found. The Greek inscription 
was on the left side, and the beginnings of the lines were accordingly cut off. Height 
of the left side 49 cm.' width of the extant portion, at the top 321/2 cm., at the bottom 
30 cm. Height of letters 41/2-6 cm. Copied by Magie in 1909. 

P. A . E. S. IV. 

ION ZAI 
rll\OY I E po 
py I\OY 

ab. Inscrs. no. roI. 

"Eph0'i ZIY./
o']YJ),o~ i~pCi

O'loVAOV. 

( The) work of Zaid-'el , temple-slave. 

The abataean inscription reads: In tlze yea1" 33 of our lord 
P ft-dippos there was made by Witr, son of Budar (?), and f{a-Fiu, 
son of Sudai, and Hann-'el, son of Masak-'el, and MunaC (?) , son 

In ser. 768. Seale I: 10. of Garm tlzis altar of the statue of Gal£s tlze son of Banat (?) . 
'AnCam, son of cA~b , was tlte SWljt01". P eace! (29- 30 A. D.) 

In view of the fact that the A Iabataean inscription names ' Ancam as the sculptor, 
Zaid-'el, as Littmann has pointed out, must be regarded either as the man who made 
the pedestal, or as a workman assigned to 'Ancam by the administrators of the temple. 
The name ZIY.td'-f)),o; doe not seem to occur elsewhere in Greek, but it is a regularly 
formed theophorous compound from the common name Zaid (Z(/.(O'o;). 

769. FRAGME T OF ALTAR. Found in the ruins in the fore-court in front of the 
"Temple of Dushara". Only part of the cap of the altar has been preserved. Total 
height of the fragment I 71/ 2 cm. The inscription is on a band of the cap, and is carved 
on two adjacent sides of the altar, perhaps on a third side also. Height of the band 
61/ 2 cm.' length on face A I 8 cm., on face B 20 cm. vVhen the stone was seen again 
in 1909 the lower left corner of face A had been broken off. Height of letters, on 
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face A above the band 31/2 cm., elsewhere 2-2 1/ 2 cm. Copied by Littmann 10 1903, 

and by Magie in 1909 . 

Littmann (from this copy), R. A . v (1905), p. 412, no. 13. 

A B 

lo ser. 769. Seale I : 10. 

To (t/~e) Lord Z eus . 
colwrt Augttsta. 

. .... , 

Cl!! (?)] K1Jpi r 0 . 
.... 'J ~o'J)-(W'7~;) 

x.o:1 . . . 1'.1/0[; 
ix.CI.,6v,q.[p(xo~ ) 
a1dpY); A 6lo/( OUv'7Y);). 

cOttncz'llor, and 1ZUtS, centur z"o1'l, of (tlze) 

In the preliminary publication of this inscription Littmann read on face A KGp![o; ] 
' O~'JG):M [;] as the name of the donor. A drawing of the stone made in 1909, however, 
shows that the inscript ion on this face is far from complete, and that on the stone as 
extant a space of 9 cm. precedes the letters K Y P I. Accordingly, it seems clear that 
some word is to be restored in this space, and the sacred character of the place, as 
well as the fact that the stone is an altar, taken in connection with the word KGp!O; 
suggest the name of a deity as the obvious restoration. The fact that the letters K Y P I 

are larger than the letters which apparently constitute the names and titles of the donor 
or donors seems to bear out this supposition. ~d is, of course, only a very uncertain 
conjecture, suggested by other dedications in yria made to a local Bacal under the 
name of Z~u;. If this restoration is correct, the god must be Bacal Shamln. However, 
perhaps ~~W~I. ] KuPL(0 is the proper restoration i see no. 767. 

The fact that there were originally so many letters on face A points to th e beliet 
that there was more than one donor, and the fact that the second donor 's t itle is recorded 
suggests that the letters BOY A in 1. 2 are to be regarded as the title of the first. 

imilarly, a '3'J ,)).(€:J7'~;) and an OTt'doY ),£,(v;)yo;) constructed an heroon together at Khulkhula; 
see Wad. 253 7e = 1. G. R . III 113 I. 

A amipCl. A~ ['/o~a'7Y) is mentioned in an inscription from il-Hit , dated in the reign 
of grippa II (Wad. 2 112 = 1. G. R. III 1 136), and the combined evidence of the two 
in criptions points to the belief that a cohors Augusta was quartered in southeastern yria 
in the first century i the form of L in the present inscription indicates that this inscription 
also is to be set at an early. date. It has been suggested by Cichorius (P.-W. IV, sp , 248) 
that this cohort is probably the cohors A-ugltsta I, whose prefect commemorates himself in 
a n inscription from Beirut of the time of Augustus (c. 1. L . III 6687). On the other hand, 
Waddington's identification of the cohort of his no. 2 I 12 with the vmipCl. 2:~~Cl.at~ of 
Act. Apost. XXVII I seems very doubtful, for this cohort was evidently stationed at 
Caesarea, too far away from southeastern yria to make it probable that two of its 
officers should have made dedications in this region. The cognomen Aztgusta was borne 
by many cohorts, and it is much more likely that there was a cohort of this name 
both in Syria and in Palestine. 

770. FRAGMENT. Found in the ruins in the fore-court in front of the "Temple of 
Dushara. The block is broken at the top and at the right, and perhaps at the left 



.. 

SI 

also ; the lower edge is unbroken. Height of the fragment 20 cm., width 24 cm. 
H eig ht of letters 3- 41

/ 2 cm. 

Littmann (from this copy), R . A . v (1905), p. 4II , no. 12. 

E6-.uX['l); (?) . 
• I I 

'I }\Y!Xlt-'~ . 

rJ{auJ yv[ Y~!x[ (?) 

In cr. 770 . cale I : 10. 

Eir uX'l); in 1. I may be restored either as the cog nomen of the donor, or as the 
patronymic. The interpretation of ' y{xY}'ro; in 1. 2 is even more doubtful ; it may be 
the name of a man, as in no . 7936

, or the epithet of a god, as in no. 8002
• 

77 I LTAR-PEDESTAL. Found in the Temple of Bacal hamln, near the entrance. 
The altar is round , and is ornamented with four bucrania, each having two fillets, and 
with four bunches of grapes ; see Div. 11. A. 6, Ill. 340. The inscription is between 
the fillets of a bucranium . Length of the inscription 9 cm. Height of letters 1 1/2 cm. 

Littmann (from this copy), R . A. v (1905), p. 4II , no. 7. 

In cr. 77 I. 
cale I : 10. 

Oupo;. 

1. e. H ur . 

The name IS a common one; the Nabatean form IS found also , e. g. 10 no. 778. 

77 2. PORTION OF RELIEF. Found in the entrance to the " Theatron". The stone 
formed a portion of the relief which filled the semicircular space above the great door. 
The inscription was carved on the ground of the relief immediately behind a saddled 
horse, and evidently refers to the rider. A head was found in the same heap of frag
ments holding some object to the lips, now so broken as to be unrecog nizable , but 
very possibly a trumpet, so that it may be readily supposed that the inscription refers 
to this mounted fig ure· see Div. n. A. 6, p . 384 and Ill. 334, frag ment N. The 
portion of the slab which bears the inscription was taken by the E xpedition, and is 
now In the Library of Princeton University. Length of this portion 38 cm. ; height at 
the left end 101/ 2 cm., at the right 4 cm. ' thickness 29 cm. Height of letters 3- 31/ 2 cm. 

Littmann (from this copy), R . A . v (1905), p. 4 II , no. 10. 

Trz'ton, trump eter. 
Inscr. 772. Scale I : 10. 

Publications of the Princeton niversity Archaeological Expeditions to yria, Div. III ec. A, Pt. 6. ~8 
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In the preliminary report of the inscription Littmann restored the name as [K]pd:-c,)') , 
and M. Clermont-Ganneau in a footnote suggested [B]pE{' WV, i. e. Britto. Further examination 
of the stone, however , shows nothing but a hasta at the beginning of 1. I, and makes 
it evident that the letter was either I or T. Tp{-rwv occurs as a man's name, e. g. C I. G. 
2905 = Inschr. v. Pr£ene, no. 37, and it is certainly a suitable name for a trumpeter. 
F or transcriptions of military terms, analogous to ~o1Jxlvd-rwp , see Magie, de Vocab. oil. 
(Leipzig, 190 5), p. 39 · 

773. FRAGMENT. A corner of a small block which may have served as part of 
the pedestal for a statue or a votive-offering. The stone was taken by the Expedition 
and is now in the Library of Princeton University. ' The upper and lower surface of 
the fragment are unbroken. The corner is chipped. Height of the stone 73/4 cm. The 
inscription is on t~o adjacent faces, and the letters are incised on a sunken band. 
Length of face A 161/ 2 cm. at the upper edge, 18 cm. at the lower, of face B 71

/ 2 cm. 
Height of the band 2 cm., of the letters 1 1/ 2- 2 cm. 

Waddington , no. 2369a; Littmann (from this copy), R . A. v' (1905), p. 41I , no. 8. 

A B 

. . . . • . . . 0",) hra"l)u::v -:- [y) eSy) (?) . 

Inscr. 77 3. Scale I: 5. 

Waddington's epigraphical text arranges the faces in the correct order, but they are 
reversed in his E xpl£cat£ons. 

774. FRAGME T OF OR AMENT. Found in the ruins at the entrance to the "Theatron". 
Length I 8 cm. The letters are incised on a band. H eight of the band 81

/ 2 cm. Height 
of letters 31/2 cm. Copied by Magie in 1909. 

il]l", K1Jp{~) (?) 
VlO1) u . . 

Inscr. 774. Scale I : 10. 

775. FRAGMENT OF OR AMENT. Found in the ruins at the entrance to the "Theatron". 
Length 271/2 cm. The letters seem to be incised on a band. Height of the band 
71/2 cm. Height of letters 3 cm. Copied by Magie In 190 9. 

loser. 775. cale I: 10. 

The arrangement and the size of the letters suggest that this frag ment and no. 774 
are parts of the same inscription, but any restoration seems impossible. 
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776. PORTION OF COLUMN. Found immediately west of the "Roman Gate"; see 
Div. n. A. 6, p. 395. The upper portion of the shaft, the capital and the abacus are 
preserved; the left end of the abacus is badly chipped. Maximum height of the stone 
541/2 cm. The inscription is on the abacus. Height of abacus 13 cm.i length 40 cm.' 

length of chipped space in 1. I 14 cm. Height of letters 2 1/ 2- 4 cm . 

Littmann (fro111 this copy), R. A. v (1905), p. 4[1, no. 11. 

i. e . . Kasz'~, (son) of AnCam. 

loser. 776. eale I : 10. 
On XCl.(jE'rO~ see no. 136. 

77 7· PEDE TAL. Found on the slope of the hill, below the northeast corner of 
the sacred precinct. The pedestal and at least the lower portion of the statue were 
made out of one and the same block· the statue and the left half of the pedestal have 
been broken off. The pedestal consists of a thick flat block with feet at the corners. 
The inscription is on this block· 1. 2 extends around on the right side. Height of the 
block 8 cm.; leng th of the extant portion 43 cm.; length of the letters in 1. I 231/ 2 cm. i 
in 1. 2 20 cm. Height of letters 3- 31/2 cm. 

Littmann (from this copy), R. A . ,v (1905), p. 41 I, no. 9. 

loser. 77 7. Seale I : 10. i. e. Mal'ikat. 

lnser. 777. Photograph. 

L. I probably contained the name of the man of whom the statue was a portrait, 
1. 2 the names of the sculptor and his father i for a similar arrangement of names see 
nos. 805 and 8051. 

77 8. LINTEL. Found among the ruins of a tomb-tower near the road leading 
from Sic to I}:anawat, and on the south side of the wadi; on this and the other tombs 
in this necropolis see Div. 11. A. 6, p. 400 f. Length I.S I m.; height 45 cm. The 
stone was probably set into the wall above the lintel proper. The inscription 1S on a 
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sunken dovetailed plate, with raised rosettes in the dovetails. Height of the plate (inside) 
35 cm.' length, exclusive of the dovetails, I m. The Greek letters are raised, the 
Nabataean incised. Height of the Greek letters 61/ 2- 9 cm., of the Nabataean 5-8 cm. 

Littmann (from this copy), R. A. v (1905), p. 4°9, no. I: Florilegiltllt M. de Vogtlt (Paris, 1909), p. 378 f.: 
P. A . E. S. IV. ab. Inscrs. no. 105. 

lnser. 778. Photograph of cast. 

lnser. 778. Scale about I: 10. 

Tlte monument of Thani1~, (son) of .f.lann'-el. 

The abataean inscription reads: For Thanin, son of l:Iamz-'el [is] tlze monument . 
.f.lur, son of CObaisizat, [was] tite artist. 

Th Greek form Tavcvo; is also found In nos. 779 and 790; on the Semitic form 
of the name see Lidzbarski, Eph. il, p. 260 and Littmann, Florzlegimn, p. 379. On 

VY"I))'o; see no. 53. . 
The date of the inscription has been fixed by Littmann, on the evidence of the forms 

of the abataean letters, as 25- 50 A. D. 

779. FRAGMENT. Found in the wadi which runs between two tomb-towers. The 
stone was lying a few paces north of no. 77 8. The stone is broken at both ends and 
at the bottom of the face ; the upper edge is chipped. Length 59 cm.; height at the 
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left end 27 cm. The inscription was within a raised frame. Height of letters 31/2-4 cm. 

Littmann (from this copy), R. A. v (1905), p. 412, no. 16. 

Inser. 779. eale I : 10. 

'P6d',,) ]V! TCl.v~vov XCI.( G . 
. . . l~ 'PbO'C,)\IO; P·YF[P( 

':"~ fl.]vo1fl.CI. ";{-,/OV€V' &[O'':"~ 
p.IJO']~vi hlp[~) £SEtvCl.! 

For Rlwdon, (son) of Thanz'n, and Th . . .. e, (daughter) of Rlwdon, (kz's) motlzer, 
the monument was buz'lt: let z't be p ermz'tted to no one else to . . . . . . . 

In the preliminary publication of this inscription Littmann read . ... fi TCl.v~vov XCI. ( 

(-:) . . . IJpoO'IJ3',.10~, etc. The restoration ' P6d'w]V! in 1. I and the reading ... ~ 'P6d'c,)VO~ in 1. 2 

were suggested by M. Clermont-Ganneau in a footnote to Littmann 's publication and in 
R. A. VI ( 1905), p. 355 f. The letters N I appear quite plainly in the copy, and L Cler
mont-Ganneau 's restoration is undoubtedly the correct one. Perhaps the common name 
GCl.fl.Cl.P'I} (T aCmar) may be restored as the mother' s name. The patronymic and the location 
of the fragment when found suggest that the stone came from the same tomb as no. 77 8. 

The formula in 11. 3-6 is one of the common prohibitions forbiddin g any other 
person from using or violating the tomb; see nos. 23 and 7851. 

780. BLOCK. Found near the ruins of the tomb which is next to the one in which 
no. 77 8 was found. The block is broken at the upper and right edges, and at the 
right end of the lower edge, but the inscription seems to be intact. Maximum length 
7 I cm.' leng th at the upper edge 681

/ 2 cm.' height at the left end 381/2 cm. The 
inscription is within a raised dovetailed frame , with a rosette in the extant dovetail. 
Length of the frame (inside) 45 cm.; height 271/2 cm. Height of letters 43/4-51/2 cm. 

Jaussen and Vincent, R. B. x (1901), p. 572, no. 6 ; Littmann (from this copy), R. A. v (1905), p. 412, no. IS. 

Inser. 780. Scale 1: 10. 

MCl.O'Cl.X'l}A~) 

GCI.!fl.ov XCI.( Gw-
e _ \ 

fl'~) V9) "Co (1.'.1'1)-

fl·wv. 

To Masak-'el, (son) of Taz'm, and to Taz'm, (Ms) son, (belongs) the monument. 

Lz'ne I: M A ( A X H NI , J aussen and Vincent. 

PP. Jaussen and Vincent read iCl.O'Cl.X'I}v!, regarding it as a woman 's name and comparing 
it with 1C1.O'Cl.Xv'l)~, Wad. 2452 = our no. 8006. They also indicated a loss of letters both 
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before and after the inscription, and on the basis of their copy, Professor Lidzbarski 
proposed the reading [!pVA'lj~] Mczaczx'l7v[cJv]; see Epn. I, p . 337. The letters AW at the 
end of 1. I, however, are quite plain in our copy, and \JCl.IjCl.X'l7AQ~ is a regularly formed 
theophorous compound of the common name 1C1.O"Cl.Xo; (see no. 362); for the Semitic 

forms see Lidzbarski Epk Il, pp. 33 I f. and 33 6. 

78 1. BLOCK. Found in the bed of the wadi about 300 m. northwest of the north
western. point of the hill on which the precinct stands. T he lower edge is broken, 
especially at the right end. Length 74 cm.; height at the left end 40 cm., at the right 
23 cm. The inscription is on a sunken dovetailed plate with raised knobs in the dove
tails. Leng th of the plate, exclusive of the dovetails, 38 cm.; height 16 cm. Height 

of letters 2 1
/ 2-3 cm. 

Littmann (from this copy), R. A. v (1905), p. 412, no. 14· 

w.p.eGo; 2.0P-

CAME GOCCOP 
, v 

WXOV OOtOOO-

0 AIXO Y O·II<O,D.O p.l)Gev EX 'tc.)v t-

MHCE NE KTWNI 
t;.IWN (J{wv. 

l oser. 781. Seale I : 10. 

Skamit, (son) of Slzuraik, built (it) at Ms OW1Z (expense). 

On the names see nos. 58 and 7877 respectively. T he inscription many have come 
from a tomb, hut there are also ruins of houses near the wadi where it was found, and 

it is quite possible that the stone came from one of these. 



Fragment 1 0. Fragmen t I I . 

Fragments 12 and 13· Fragment 14. 

Ill. 328. SI'; Fragments lying in front of the Temp le of Ba'al Shamln . 



Fragment G. 

Ill. 331. SI': Entrance to Theatron, East race, 'oulh side, as it appeared when excavated . 



Ill. 332. SI'; Entrance to Theatron, from a Cas t now in the Princeton Collection . 



Fragment G. Fragment 1. 

Fragment D. Fragment C. 

111. 333 . Sic: Entrance to Tbeatron, Fallen Detail. 



F ragment L Fragment M. 

Fragment N. 
Fragment P. 

Fragment O. 

Fragment R. 

Ill. 334. SI ' : Fragments L-I' from Ruios of Entraoce to Thealron. Fragment R, from Northern slope. 



Capital. 
Foot of a Statue, front. 

Capital of engaged co lumn. 
Foot of a Statue, side. 

Ill. 337. 1' ; Temple of Du Iura, Detai ls and Fragments. 



SIC; Lintel with Greek Inscr iption of Agrippa ll . 

SIC; Altar Pedestal with Ta hataean In sc ription No. 1 0 1. 

llI. 33 . 



Fragment S. Fragment V. 

..... 
"- ,~,~ - ...... " ~ .. -- '\ .. 

r · 
1·_----
~ 

i 

Fragment w. Fragment X. 

Fragment T . Altar-pedestal. Fragment Z. 

Il l. 340. SI' ; Casts of Fragments, S- W from Nabataean Gate. Frag. Z from outh Temple. 



A 

B 

lll. 344. Si': Sculpture in the Sacred Precinct. 



A 

C 

Ill. 346. le : Tomb-tower and Architectural Details. 



Elev 2.6.9""" 

Div. Il, Sect. A, Pt. 6. 



PRECINCT OF THE 

A. 

PLE OF BAAL SHAMIN 

A 

SI" 

AT 
A 

IN THE HAURAN . 
FROM SURVEY BY 

F.A . NORRIS,C.E. 

APRIL. 1904 

SCALE -1 cm. = to m. 


